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When does a book that is merely old become a rarity and an object of desire? David McKitterick
examines, for the first time, the development of the idea of rare books, and why they matter.
Studying examples from across Europe, he explores how this idea took shape in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries, and how collectors, the book trade and libraries gradually came
together to identify canons that often remain the same today. In a world that many people found
to be over-supplied with books, the invention of rare books was a process of selection. As books
are one of the principal means of memory, this process also created particular kinds of
remembering. Taking a European perspective, McKitterick looks at these interests as they
developed from being matters of largely private concern and curiosity, to the larger public and
national responsibilities of the first half of the nineteenth century.
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Sometimes it is because of theft. In the nineteenth century, the manuscript collections of several
major French libraries were attacked by Gulielmo Libri. In the early twentieth century, Thomas
Wise stole from the British Museum on a considerable scale in order to improve imperfect
copies of books in his own library. More recently, and to take only a few examples, the national
libraries of Britain, Sweden, Denmark and France have all been victims. Cambridge and Oxford
libraries have suffered. So have research libraries in America. Much goes unreported because
libraries are too embarrassed to admit it.1 Sometimes more legitimate sales from well-known
public or private collections attract notice, especially if prices are high. Sometimes the need to
raise money for national or local purposes is paramount. Meanwhile libraries, be they
universities, local authorities, learned societies or professional bodies, that were once entrusted
with collections of often valuable books, by people who believed that they would be maintained
and shared indefinitely, find ready excuses to discard – and therefore reshape – their
inheritance.2Not all institutions sell for the improvement of their libraries, as did the General
Theological Seminary in New York, when in 1978 it sold its copy of the Gutenberg Bible for $2
million, with the stated intention of providing an endowment for the library.3 If the sale of the
exceptional fifteenth-century printed books from the John Rylands Library in Manchester in 1988
was an extreme, this is by no means the only university library that has found reason to discard
high-priced books.4 The set of Audubon’s Birds of America sold by Edinburgh University Library
in 1992 for $4.07 million helped to rescue the university’s accounts.5 The University of London in
2013 fell prey to temptation in seeking to sell a set of the four Shakespeare folios, but was
prevented from doing so by public outcry.6 In other large-scale and ill-managed sales from well-
respected historic collections, such as those from the great nineteenth-century collection at
Wigan Public Library and from   Bishop Phillpotts’s library at Truro Cathedral, rarities can be
accorded the same status as common books.7Much of the history of rarity is about ownership;



and questions of ownership play a fundamental and necessary part in the way that memory is
managed and the way we treat survivals of the past today.Rare books can become objects no
longer to be guarded in the institutions that were once graced with responsibility for their care.
They can simply wither by neglect (Fig.1). If they are not discarded in some other way, they can
become objects regarded by their owners more for monetary value, part of an investment
portfolio. On the other hand, Emmanuelle Toulet, Director of the Bibliothèque Historique de la
Ville de Paris, has pointed to a distinction between the inescapable need for stock management
in ordinary public libraries, and the responsibilities of bibliothèques patrimoniales. Weeding, or
désherbage, in the latter remains a delicate and little explored question, ‘objet de pratiques
clandestines plus que de réflexions ouvertes’.81 Forgotten books at Merton College, Oxford,
c.1900.Photograph collected by J.W.Clark for his The care of books (1901), but not usedLittle of
this is new. Library sales and reorganisation, and the disquiet that can accompany them, are not
distinctively modern phenomena. In sixteenth-century England, there was concern at the
dispersal and   destruction of pre-Reformation libraries. Today it is – at the very least – an
unfortunate aspect of libraries’ own reassessments of themselves that they can breed public
distrust. It is still more unfortunate that this distrust can seem justified. At Cardiff in 2007, a local
council official described several thousand early books, ‘small special collections’ that it was
proposed to sell, as ‘surplus’. After a public outcry, when it proved impossible to obtain accurate
information about what was marked for disposal, a large number of books were acquired – with
the help of a substantial grant from the Welsh Assembly – by Cardiff University.9 In the university
library these approximately 14,000 books, including 180 incunabula and an exceptional
collection of English Restoration drama, can now be seen to be a vastly richer and larger
collection than had been misleadingly and inadequately described to the city council and its
committees, who were seeking to raise money and save space.10 At Manchester, the
renovation of the central library entailed the sale to a local dealer of what were alleged to be
240,000 or 300,000 unwanted books. Lacking any trustworthy statement, members of the public
were understandably anxious at what has been deleted from this much-valued library.11The
trade in second-hand and old books is more challenging to track than the trade in new books. It
raises questions of survival. What is scarce? What is difficult to find? When and how does a
book that is merely old become an object of desire? Aggressive buying by university libraries in
Europe, North America and Japan between the 1950s and the 1980s, often provoked as much
by competition for status as by encouragement of learning, resulted in wholesale restructuring
and a search for stock in a contracting resource. In this collaboration between trade and
education, to claim rarity and bulk was to claim educational superiority. In turn, barely half a
century later, university, religious, public and other institutional libraries are now discarding
stocks of sometimes rare and valuable old books, whether to make space or to raise money. It is
not always easy to grasp the former nature of the trade in old books, its size and its variety. The
trade has changed again in the last two decades or so, with the passing of a generation of
dominant antiquarian booksellers, a consequent realignment of centres of influence, the growth



of online selling, and bibliographical destabilisation as institutional libraries determine new
policies for collecting and retention and seek to substitute digitised resources.In all this, how
much do books – and particularly rare books – matter? The topic has acquired a new urgency in
a world where print itself is being questioned, and to a great extent replaced. It is not surprising
to observe a public that is often bewildered and dismayed. They face a revolution that   is even
now but little understood, partly epitomised in actions by libraries, whether in sale, destruction,
neglect or replacement of books by alternative – usually digitised – formats, that can show little
nuanced thought for the needs of the present, let alone the future.12 This all has quite
fundamental implications for the future of our libraries: what we are willing to spend money on;
how we wish to read – on paper, in the original, in printed facsimile, on microfilm, digitised on a
computer screen, at what resolution, on a tablet, in colour or black and white, as derivations
from other media. Digital technology has much to offer for new publishing, but the existence of
digitised versions of books is only partially satisfactory. They cannot replace the evidential value
of artefacts. That is as much true of books as it is, for example, of objects in museums or art
galleries, where again digital provision offers new dimensions and opportunities for exploration
and comparison, but in ways utterly different from the experience of inspecting, exploring and
understanding the original objects. Some aspects of this contrast, a widely held anxiety, have
been summarised by Nicholas Thomas in the world of museums:The digital image, encountered
online, is not meaningfully or effectively equivalent to any actual object … The material thing, in
its three-dimensionality, presence, scale, texture and tactility, is different in its nature and effect
to any picture of it.13What criteria do we, and should we, use for our decision-making? What
evidence concerning current use should we apply when trying to think not just about ourselves,
but also about our obligations to future generations?TrustWe hold the world, including our
written and printed inheritance, in trust. Why exactly do we value some kinds of books more than
others? How far can we be sure that our criteria are supportable, let alone sustainable? Whence
do we derive them? How have criteria developed in the past? Such concepts and activities as
surrogates, de-accessioning, redefining, pruning or refocussing are by no means new. The
inconsistencies, compromises and hastiness of some past actions should make us the more
uneasy as we make decisions that will ever hereafter affect the ways in which human history can
be regarded and interpreted.Libraries manage memory, whether in their retention policies or in
the deployment of space, and hence the ways in which readers can work. Whether in London or
Oxford, Harvard or New York, city-centre space   is increasingly expensive. Out-housing offers
an alternative that has attractions of apparent economy in library and estate management, and
few attractions for readers whose work is thereby slowed down should they wish to use books
rather than what is online. The present contrasts with times when space was lavished on reading
rooms, and on extensive adjacent book storage so as to save staff and readers’ time. The
American architect Charles Warren, criticising the recent plan to remove most of the book stock
of New York Public Library in central Manhattan to storage in New Jersey, adapted Le Corbusier:
the library is ‘a machine for reading books in’.14 Remove a critical part, and it becomes less



efficient. In processes of re-organisation, different kinds of books have to be identified, in an
exercise that can never be satisfactory to all parties. Some are of trophy value, to be kept at
hand and shown off. Some are frequently used. Some, being less known, are less used for the
present, and can be sent away. All may or may not be rare. In much of this, we apply the same
criteria that were invented in the eighteenth century by people who sought to define
rarity.Integral to all this are the rising numbers of old books in circulation in proportion to new
ones. From roughly the 1770s onwards this increase became acute, and the challenge became
vastly greater with the unprecedented quantities of old books coming onto the market in
continental Europe as a result of religious and political upheavals. The dispersal of Jesuit
libraries in the 1770s following the suppression of the Order, and the French Revolution and its
aftermath in Napoleonic Europe, formed a watershed in the supply of old books, as it also did in
their management and interpretation.Private enterprise and values became public, enshrined in
policy and in public institutions. The creation of national political, historical and social awareness
involved also national self-assessment.15 At much the same time there was a shift in
bibliographical emphases. Where, for example, earlier generations were much concerned with
bindings, with large-paper copies and with decoration, at about the beginning of the nineteenth
century there came a fundamental change in bibliographical enquiry. Old questions and
interests were by no means forgotten, but to them were added fresh emphases: on questions
having to do with the printing of books, the reasons for quirks in production, and the orderly
setting-out of editions in a comprehensive way that has survived to be still acceptable today.As
we make decisions about books that we have inherited from the past, we are dealing always and
by definition with old books. This makes the developments and changes in past attitudes to
inherited bibliographical wealth of especial relevance. It is a selective process: not everything  
that has survived can be kept. This study is of printed books, but many of the issues apply as
much to manuscripts. In the words of Jennifer Summit, equally applicable to libraries overseas,
‘The libraries of Parker, Cotton, and Bodley reveal that Renaissance collectors created versions
of the Middle Ages by ordering and shaping its textual remains.’16 Processes of selection affect
not just our reading, but also our libraries, the places and ordering of memory: the extent to
which we are prepared to invest in them, the ways that we organise them, their planning and
their architecture, and – not least at a time of rapidly escalating costs of inner-city space,
including access and staff costs as well as land and building costs – their location. Libraries
today face tensions as never before in what they can, and should expect to, keep in original
formats, and what can be supplied as digital surrogates. They face conflicting demands on their
financial, staff and environmental resources. They face political and social pressures, by no
means always carefully considered or adequately informed.The originals from which digital
versions are prepared may still exist, either in the home library or in another; or they may no
longer exist. Libraries can no longer be regarded as simply repositories. An electronic
environment, dependent on what is held externally, changes not just the purpose of libraries, but
also their status. They become agencies, delivering on behalf of others.17 They can no longer



necessarily be described as trustees of our inherited bibliographical wealth, caring for the books
that have survived from the past, making them readily available to readers, and working to
ensure that they are passed on to future generations.This new confusion of libraries’ purposes
has been described by one commentator as ‘a shift from object-gathering to access
brokerage’.18 That is rather a summary statement. Clearly it must apply in different degrees to
different kinds of libraries. At its most basic level, it ignores what, exactly, one means by access,
and especially if one is interested not simply in the words or images in books, but also in some
ostensibly simple questions such as their scale: a large or small book? Everything, from
Audubon’s elephant folio Birds of America to a pocket paperback, can look the same size on
screen, whether bloated or miniaturised. How much can one learn on screen about a book’s
purpose by the materials of which it consists? Of reading and the use of books, once we move
from the most obvious annotations to other evidence of where that book has been stored or
used, of reading and response? Of the structure of a book, how its codicological form relates to
its content? By no means all evidence is contained in marks on the page as they are often
defined. Quite apart from questions relating to physical evidence, the statement ignores the
changes inherent in such   a shift, creating differences, and new limitations, in how knowledge
may be gathered, explored, analysed and defined. The foundations for human imagination and
memory are changed.Whatever the provision, books on screen become two-dimensional rather
than three-dimensional. In themselves they have no bulk: their bulk is only in the hardware we
use to summon them up, where the advertising for this kind of equipment repeatedly alludes to
lightness of weight, compactness, slimness and other desirable properties that, in their carefully
designed physical uniformity, deliberately reject variety, one of the most basic properties of
books: their paper, their bindings, their weight, their size, their tactile properties, the ease or not
with which they open and stay flat enough to read: their three-dimensional rather than two-
dimensional shape. The sometimes extreme difficulties placed by so many libraries and
librarians in the way of scholars who wish to examine original manuscripts and early printed
books are designed with the best of intentions only insofar as they relate to the preservation of
ancient artefacts. They obstruct and delay the proper understanding of what constitutes a book
in all its codicological, structural and material complexity.We can be in danger of failing to
advance knowledge and understanding. Librarians have a duty not only of care to the books and
other artefacts with which they are charged, but also to encourage and enable scholarly
responsibility to historical sources. They are both guardians of memory and agents for change. If
we do not recognise the nature and implications of technological advance, but simply accept its
more obvious benefits, we are retreating. Inexorably, we are all moving towards a world that will
be dominated by e-publications, by digital presentation. There is debate about the speed with
which this will happen, and undoubtedly it is happening at different speeds in different parts of
the market and for different publications. It is by no means clear when an equilibrium might
eventually be achieved, of the kind to be expected for any new phenomenon. The message is
clear. Print sales are contracting. We are in a world that is increasingly turning its back on



technologies and social processes (such as marketing, library organisation and private buying)
that for over five and a half centuries have in the Western tradition been the standard means of
sharing ideas and information, and of organising memory.We may put it very simply. If, again by
analogy with Le Corbusier, who thought of houses as machines for living in,19 we think of books
as machines for reading, then we are reminded of further properties again: the ways in which
different sections of books relate to each other – title pages, prefaces, acknowledgements,
dedications, the contents that define the primary   description of a book, indexes, lists of
illustrations, the whole paratextual apparatus20 developed since the fifteenth century that is
designed for something that is at once sequential and at the same time searchable and
navigable in particular, three-dimensional, and conventional ways, whether with our eyes across
the page-opening or with our fingers through the volume. No scanned version of such an object
can reproduce the ways in which the original was designed to be used, as a codex.21Rarity and
scarceness are at the head of this agenda. The invention of rare books means the selection,
creation and development of particular kinds of cultural memory. It was, and remains, a
conscious process, depending on defined tastes, on historical and literary dispositions in a very
wide sense, and on a willingness to invest financially, intellectually and even emotionally in some
kinds of memory. It means the amendment and adjustment of memory – even radically so in the
deliberate alteration of the appearance of old books, for example in their bindings. Yet books can
be one of the most reliable of all media for the preservation of memory. In an irony of confusions,
large sums of money are now spent to convert this – of proven stability – to digitised forms that
will not last as long as the paper they replace. In other words, we are creating new forms of rarity
for the future.Experience with online publication has been accompanied by an increasing and
understandably widespread concern for books as physical and material objects.22 The import of
these last words can be traced back at least to the late eighteenth century: to the significance
attached by people seeking to understand the making and materials of manuscripts and printed
books. But the phrase meant different things to different people. The criteria much discussed in
the late eighteenth century and French revolutionary periods were very different from those that
developed later, in growing attention paid to such matters as codicology and the more technical
details of paper and type.In the later and increasingly analytical tradition as it developed in the
nineteenth century, Henry Bradshaw stands at the head: the person who, more than anyone else
in his generation, recognised the importance of understanding early printed books as
manufactured objects.23 As Librarian of Cambridge University he pursued a wide range of
interests, including not just medieval manuscripts and early printing, but also the histories of
Western liturgy and of Irish printing. He was aquisitive, and especially so in his systematic
development of the collections of incunabula in the Library, where he concentrated on books
from the Low Countries and the lower Rhine valley, and some of the earliest printing of all at
Mainz. While Bradshaw, building on the work of J.W.Holtrop in the Netherlands, grasped   the
significance of how type designs could be used to identify anonymous printers in the fifteenth
century, one of his greatest contributions was to insist on the importance of codicological



evidence in understanding how books – manuscript or printed – were assembled and put into
circulation, and hence how their texts were presented to readers. While this most reluctant of
authors (he never wrote a monograph) is widely remembered by incunabulists for his acute
analysis of the presses responsible for the books described in the great sale catalogue of the
books of Jean de Meyer in 1869,24 many of the details of his methods of work with respect to
the structure of books have to be sought in his surviving notebooks and annotations on the work
of others, now in Cambridge University Library.25We have since become increasingly absorbed
in questions of difference: in manufacture, in use, in value and in ownership. The management in
the late medieval and early modern printing house of composition, presswork and arrangements
for proofreading made variety, and differences between copies, an everyday fact of life.
Authorship in print is a process of compromise with manufacture. Further, the study of old books
has come to include the history of reading, and with that an emphasis on the relationship of
individuals to the particular properties of the objects that face them.While current attention to
materiality and to difference is very far from universal amongst historians of books, it is partly a
natural, and important, reaction to the digital revolution that has affected our reading, and our
manuscript and printed inheritance, for the last several decades. For all printers’ striving in
editions for exact replication, and for all that has been alleged of early printing as a means of
producing multiple identical copies of the same text, printed books from the hand-press period
are not necessarily uniform even among copies from the same series that make up an
impression. This fact of textual variation was studied in the early eighteenth century, when
Thomas Bennet examined multiple copies of the first printing of the Church of England’s Thirty-
nine Articles – a text that, having fundamental doctrinal importance, might be expected to be
uniform.26 This widespread quality of difference, especially when set beside variety in use,
presents an immediate challenge to the assumptions that underlie the large commercial
agglomerations of digitised books – for students of early English books most obviously in EEBO
and ECCO, and for French books in Gallica. The norm in these and other datasets is for a single
copy; and that is what is liable to be assumed as adequate, whether by scholars who should
know better or are simply short of time, or more insidiously and more influentially, by library
managers. Increasingly, the individuality of what we still call books is thereby concealed.27
While many early printed   books have now been scanned in multiple copies, thus providing
opportunities for comparison on a scale in ways hitherto impracticable, this cannot be done for
more than a tiny minority. So far, individual libraries have naturally concentrated on their
treasures, thus including the more famous incunabula, especially those with manuscript
decoration,28 and on major later authors, most notably for Shakespeare’s first folio of 1623 and
early quarto editions.The Construction of KnowledgeThe following pages address two essential
aspects that form the background to this revolution. In doing so, I concentrate not on new books,
as they were written, typeset, printed, bound and sold for the first time. Instead, I am concerned
with the much greater presence of old books – both ordinary second-hand books and those to
which has become attached some higher financial, historic, scholarly or aesthetic value –



amongst booksellers, readers and other opinion-formers. This is a topic of some importance
today. It is relevant to what, in a world increasingly supplied with digitised versions of material
objects, we choose to keep and what to discard; to what we choose to read on screen and what
we hope to find preserved in libraries; to how we make those choices, whether based on
carefully considered knowledge or on carelessness, ignorance or vandalism; to the ways in
which we preserve memory. It relates to the extent we should expect to teach about the past,
and help others to understand why it is worth spending energy, time, money and other resources
on what is apparently so easily, and disarmingly, recreated in media other than paper, leather or
cloth.This is part of a second and much larger enquiry: how are canons of knowledge, of
reading, of taste or of values constructed? These several questions are as pertinent today as
they have ever been, as we decide what to preserve in alternative media (photographed or
digitised), what priorities we give in programmes of digitisation, and how we manage access to
the originals of materials that have been copied in some other medium. A bibliophile,
bibliographical and bibliothecarial phenomenon, the invention of rare books has repercussions
not just on what we choose to preserve, but also on how we do so. The leap from paper to digital
demands an understanding of why we are in our present bibliographical condition. Most
obviously, our values are derived from what has been received from the past, in a process that is
already selective in what has survived. If we are to understand this process, then we must also
seek to understand the process of inheritance. Hence the   central place of print, as one of the
main vehicles for bringing the past to the present. Hence, too, the importance of understanding
the survival and valuation – in the widest sense – of old books.We might tend to concentrate
naturally on the past. There are immense dangers in finding too close parallels with our own
times. Although the media are different compared with our present digital environments, we have
in the last few years seen created an overload of information, with alarming speed and
immeasurably faster than in the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. We have still to learn how
digital and paper worlds may combine and be made to collaborate, when neither offers all the
advantages of the other. The study and understanding of the history of rarity is thus of immediate
importance to our inheritance, not just because of what is valued in any particular generation,
but because concepts of rarity have a direct influence on what has survived in the past, what
may survive today, and thus what we mean by human memory. What, bibliographically, do we
choose to remember? In what ways do we choose to do so? How are libraries also places of
forgetting?29So, we need to consider the present as much as the past. Every generation makes
choices as to what it wishes to value. Today, we possess a vastly fuller inventory of what we have
inherited, thanks to generations of recording in bibliographies and other lists, in manuscript, in
print and online. But that is not the same as saying that we are vastly more aware of what we
possess than any previous generation. A report by Research Libraries UK (RLUK) revealed that
in 2010, among just 77 academic, specialist and public libraries surveyed, there were an
estimated 13 million items unrecorded.30 Until then, most people would have hesitated to
suggest such a figure. Indeed, the question was largely ignored. The more we know, the more



difficult – because ever more expensive – it can become to establish realistic and responsible
priorities and policies.We may contrast this with the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries: not
because there was so much less by way of printed matter in existence, but because the question
was expressed differently.31 Since then, following four centuries of bibliographical organisation
and selection, and the development of many and diverse methods of indexing and other modes
of analysis by subject, period, place, author, genre or other criteria, sheer numbers of books do
not hold the same terror today. Instead, the threat of mayhem has been transferred into the
digital world, where a process of expansion on a far greater scale than was ever the case for
printed books is resulting in a rapidly and unmanageably increasing overload. General search
engines are becoming ever less efficient, choked with outdated or poorly verified   material and
references to sites that no longer exist, leading to delays and frustrations in discovery and in
access. In a common but mistaken belief that all information must be equally good, even library
catalogues are clogged up with information, references and irrelevant, partial or inadequately
articulated answers that are time-wasting for readers. What should be more straightforward
thanks to modern technology is actually becoming unnecessarily time-consuming. Universality,
promoted as a good in its own right, is in danger of proving a deterrent to knowledge.It is
impractical to recover everything that has gone, but we need constantly to bear in mind what has
been said of very different worlds.32 In her account of the spoliation of French libraries under
Nazi occupation, the library historian Martine Poulain has noted a recurring difficulty: while many
books can be categorised as having value, and therefore being worthy of attention, the fate of
millions more can never be measured. Books are not unique, like works of art. They exist as
multiplicities. So, manuscripts, like some very early books, attract attention. Ordinary books do
not:Le livre appartient le plus souvent au multiple, non à l’unique, comme l’oeuvre d’art. Ne
relevant pas du domaine de la rareté, il n’est objet d’admiration, de soins et de soucis
particuliers que lorsqu’il se fait manuscrit, autographe, livre ancien, archive singulière. On ne
s’étonnera pas en ce sens que la mémoire des spoliations s’attache aux oeuvres d’art ou, dans
le domaine de l’écrit, aux documents précieux.33The identification of what is rare is a selective
process. The fact of categories of books, or individual titles, being chosen greatly increases their
chances of survival. While, at almost every period since the fifteenth century, a great deal has
been written about some kinds of old printed books, the vast majority has been neglected.
Special kinds of books, more valuable examples, particular authors or genres, or books having
noteworthy provenances, for example, have found their admirers, analysts and historians. This
applies as much to the practices and policies of our largest repositories as to the least of
individual collectors.I shall be concentrating not only on what is statistically rare, or perceived to
be so, at any particular point. I shall also be looking at other features of books. We may think we
understand what is old. But what are the implications of this word? What is looked for among
what is old simply in terms of years, when some special value is to be attached, and that crucial
selection among the surviving masses applied? When were processes of selection developed,
and according to what criteria? How were these criteria not just established, but also accepted



by the book-buying public?   When did the care of rare books, or old books, become matters of
public policy?If we try and apply tests of rarity, we soon encounter difficulties in deciding what
we mean by that term. Absolute numbers of surviving copies, such as a unique copy of a book
printed by William Caxton? Or books that are locally rare? The Nuremberg Chronicle, printed in
1493, is generally treated as a rare book. But well over a thousand copies survive – hundreds
more than exist of most modern academic books.34 At what point do we draw even a numerical
line, assuming that we can establish any kind of base? Andrew Green, formerly head of the
National Library of Wales, has attempted – like many librarians before him – to distinguish
between what he called ‘common books’, and those that were in some way special – usually
parts of special collections.35 That is not necessarily a distinction that is very easy to define
more precisely, whatever appeal it may have for library management, for those who have to
make decisions about what to keep when there are other copies available in digital form, or how
much to spend on caring for books that may receive only occasional use.This is quite apart from
questions of ownership and readership. Increasingly, interest has turned to copy-specific
information as evidence of the use and circulation of books whether among individuals, different
social groups or different parts of the world. Copies of the same book can differ considerably
amongst themselves. Stress on the importance of copy-specific information has become ever
more prominent during the last few years, as the study of reading, of book ownership, of trade
and circulation, and of book-bindings at all levels from the ornate to the merely adequate has
assumed an increasing part in bibliographical and historical investigations – investigations that
can, as has been frequently pointed out, be traced partly to McKenzie’s plea for a wider
interpretation of these subjects in his Panizzi lectures of 1985, with their emphasis on the
‘sociology’ (as he put it) of texts. In their concentration not just on ownership but also on use, the
work of Elly Cockx-Indestege on early editions of Vesalius, Owen Gingerich on Copernicus and
Anthony J.West and Eric Rasmussen on the Shakespeare first folio marked a considerable
advance on earlier surveys of surviving copies of particular books. In Germany, Jürgen Geiss’s
work on the circulation and reception of Petrarch has sought similar ends.36 In this, the
apparently ordinary can be as informative as the more obviously valuable. On the one hand such
studies provide us with portraits of celebrated books defined by time and space, as well as by
ownership. On the other, the study of private libraries, including those belonging to people of
comparatively modest means such as that of the Browne family, farmers   at Townend in the
southern Lake District, reminds us not just of the extent of book ownership on a sometimes
surprising scale, but also of how much has been lost through casual assumptions concerning
what is important or unimportant.37These concerns emerge periodically as part of a larger
historical strategy that is another and perhaps more obvious part of the history of scholarship,
invention and literary awareness. What was – or is – worthy of preservation, and why? At
different periods there were varying numbers of people whose learned, professional or other
interests directed attention to some groups of early books rather than others.In exploring how
ideas of the rarity of printed books developed from the early seventeenth century onwards, I



shall focus especially on the physical manifestations of value – not necessarily financial value,
but rather a range of what can be broadly gathered up under the umbrella term socio-historical,
linked with the bibliographical: a mixture of concerns with the past; how and to what extent the
past has been preserved; as it is recorded in, and is represented by, the printed book; and how
decisions are made to select from what we have inherited, to impose on some kinds of printed
books a scale of values that are the creation in any generation by quite small groups of people.
In order to understand this, we must focus on values often best analysed under the heading of
descriptive bibliography.The invention of rare printed books was no sudden discovery. It was a
prolonged affair, proceeding at different speeds in different subjects and different literatures; and
it was expressed in several different ways. Physical particulars could be as important as scarcity.
Much of the following is concerned with individuals. We shall consider how private libraries have
been collected and – in particular – sold. In this, we shall explore the development of a common
vocabulary to describe not only canons of taste, but also canons of literature. Auctioneers and
booksellers were critical to this process, and in their descriptions of books to be sold have left
invaluable, indeed crucial, evidence in their printed catalogues. Besides the book trade, we shall
consider the development of a bibliographical literature. Here, a search for retrospective
comprehensiveness had to be balanced by more selective approaches, a process that by the
eighteenth century was producing various guides explicitly to rare books. These guides were of
mixed use and value.How were ideas of rarity formed? How did people learn to view old books?
How did new books relate to old ones in the ways that each could be presented to the public and
described by readers?   1Inventio   I use the word ‘invention’ with relation to rare books in its
Latin sense, of finding, or discovery. This is a usage familiar as the title of the religious feast
widely celebrated until recently on 3 May, commemorating the finding – and attribution – of the
true cross by St Helena, mother of Constantine, in about AD 326. The word ‘inventio’ was used
for the feast in the seventh century, and the English word ‘invention’ has been used for many
centuries since. It is also applicable to concepts, as when Richard Hooker wrote in 1594 of ‘the
invention of truth’, searching it out.1 For the purposes of the following pages, it carries several
meanings – both of finding, discovery, and also of framing: of the creation of a special kind of
understanding and valuing of books within particular verbal, physical, conceptual and financial
frameworks. These are social in several senses.In other words, how was the rare book, in the
sense that it was also marked out in a process of identification and selection, invented? To what
extent was it created? How were some aspects of what was old distinguished also as rare, and
worthy of especial private or public notice? While books may be artificially rare, either by the
small numbers printed, or as a consequence of deliberate destruction, or by special attention –
for example to expensive bindings – most books that we designate as rare have become so by a
process of accidents, neglect or everyday wear and tear. The identification of some printed
books as rare, and therefore in some sense valuable, is a comparatively recent phenomenon,
dating from the late sixteenth century. But what is meant by rare changes with our
preoccupations, with our interests in some kinds of books rather than others. The merely



neglected may be equally rare.Treasures and RarityIn winter 2014–15 the Bibliothèque nationale
de France (BnF) organised an exhibition of recent acquisitions to the Réserve des Livres Rares,
entitling it ‘Éloge de la rareté’.2 Thus it turned away from the idea of treasures, a word familiar in
a host of illustrated albums published by libraries around   the world to show off their riches.
The title was incidentally an acknowledgement of a word also common in the vocabulary
employed among libraries in the English- and French-speaking world alike. The Library of
Congress, Yale, Princeton and (in England) Cambridge all use the word ‘rare’ in the title given to
their libraries or to special departments or reading rooms. The same word is used on the website
for the Bodleian Library. The British Library has a Rare Books and Music Reading Room. In
Paris, where readers in the BnF had used the Réserve des Imprimés ever since the section was
created by Joseph van Praët in the early nineteenth century,3 we now go more specifically at
Tolbiac to the Réserve des Livres Rares. In the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin readers go to the Rara-
Lesesaal. Definitions and preoccupations are shifting in ways that have long-term implications
for the management of library collections, and their presentation to the wider world. This has
been true for many generations, as different kinds of books and other printed matter have been
identified for special attention.Despite considerable investment and interest in other aspects of
patrimoine, as late as 1982 a pioneering report on the future growth, management and
presentation of France’s bibliographical inheritance remarked that ‘le mot de patrimoine est
rarement apparié à celui de bibliothèques’.4 Books played little part in the contributions to Pierre
Nora’s influential collection Les lieux de mémoire, published in 1984–92.5 It remained for
Christian Jacob to include them in the subsequent parallel collection Lieux de savoir – that is,
including libraries.6 Old books became a generally acknowledged major part of French
patrimoine only at the end of the century, but it was still possible in 2011 for a journal to head a
discussion ‘Le livre, un patrimoine méconnu’.7 This tardy recognition was despite the
centralising oversight of the post of Inspecteur-Général des Bibliothèques, established as long
ago as 1822 and originally a political appointment.Patrimoine is not the same as rarity. It is a
particular view. All countries regard their inherited wealth differently generation by generation.8
Long before unification, from the sixteenth century onwards parts of the Italian peninsula sought
to protect an unusually wide range of such wealth. In 1802 Pope Pius VII issued an edict
requiring a formal register of works of art belonging to either the church or private citizens, and
that their export be forbidden.9 Germany has a Kulturgutschutzgesetz (Cultural Goods
Protection Act) under which the Federal Commissioner for Culture and Media produces a
published list that includes books and manuscripts. In England, Historic England is the body
responsible for the preservation of thousands of buildings. For more portable ‘national
treasures’, in 1952 the Waverley Committee on the export of works of art   established criteria
that nowhere mentioned rarity: they are still operative.10 While the end of the twentieth century
brought an acknowledgement of the extraordinary – and often unfamiliar – riches of French
provincial libraries, the books that were most noticed were largely of a traditional mode.
Patrimoine was regarded much as it had been for generations. The subsequent series of



illustrated accounts of libraries, region by region, Patrimoine des bibliothèques de France,11
extended the kinds of works that could be deemed appropriate, but remained inescapably
conservative.In Germany as well as Britain and France this has been a matter for intermittent
public debate.12 More specific changes of bibliographical values in France – and in libraries
more generally – were reflected in some of the papers presented at a day’s conference
organised at Lyon in 2016, which looked inter alia at minority and popular literature.13 This kind
of literature, only a part of a much larger corpus of work often outside the mainstream of rare
book studies, was granted a status that had, in many people’s minds, been neglected even
when recognised. The implied questions are obvious; the answers are less so. What do we wish
to keep amongst an ever-growing mass of print? How should it be kept? How can it be made
available in ways that do not themselves either create confusion, or obscure by inadequate
guides and selection which themselves determine memory?Words such as ‘rare’ and ‘treasures’
are not chosen wantonly. What do they mean? Are they interchangeable? Whence do they
come? How helpful are they in the larger questions of how our printed inheritance, and hence
memory, should be selected, managed, made available, used and preserved?The Birth of a
CategoryLittle attention has been paid to the emergence, between the first years of the
seventeenth century and the middle years of the eighteenth, of rare books defined as a category
of special interest. It is now forty-odd years since the late Michael Batts, Professor of German at
the University of British Columbia, published an article that remains one of the few
considerations of the subject, ‘The 18th-century concept of the rare book’.14 Since he wrote his
article in 1975, both the world’s libraries and our bibliographical preoccupations have changed
substantially. Professor Batts’s pioneering work deserves to be revisited and extended in the
light of our own concepts, needs and priorities.  Definitions of what may be generally
considered to be rare seem almost innumerable. Sometimes attempts have been made by date:
at various times libraries have chosen 1600, 1640, 1700, 1800, 1900 and so forth. In France,
one operative date used to be 1810, the year of the first edition of Brunet’s Manuel du libraire.
Another definition is by national history: the National Library of Australia sets great store by
books that fall within the scope of Ferguson’s Bibliography of Australia, 1784–1900, that is up to
the date of federation at the start of 1901.15 The Columbia University Library website is less
hidebound: ‘a rare book is one that is valued for its physical characteristics as much as or more
than for its intellectual content’.16Such overarching definitions naturally differ according to time
and circumstance, by no means necessarily according to the convenient shorthand of dates.
More pertinently in the longer term, how does a scale of values emerge that is independent of
the contents of books, insofar as content, date, meaning and physical form can be separated?
To some degree this can be observed very easily in the categories that have from time to time
been imposed by bibliographers, the book trade and by librarians. The early history of printing in
western Europe was first written about at length by Bernhard von Mallinckrodt (or Mallinkrodt),
Dean of Münster, in his little book, De ortu ac progressu artis typographicae in 163917 (Fig.2).
The term ‘incunabula’, books from the cradle of printing down to 1500, was made familiar almost



fifty years later by Cornelius van Beughem’s Incunabula typographiae, published at Amsterdam
in 1688.18 In the nineteenth century, this classification was adopted widely by institutional
libraries, and indubitably to the benefit of scholarship. It remains one of the strongest and most
influential today, despite the fact that it is manifestly an artificial one when considering how the
book trade and reading developed during the early sixteenth century: for such purposes, here as
elsewhere, absolute chronological boundaries can often be a hindrance. Other categories that
have found favour in large libraries and among collectors are books printed on parchment (the
class Vélins in the BnF), books in special bindings (class Rel. in Cambridge University Library),
books of special typographical interest, and books containing manuscript notes, adversaria.2
Bernard von Mallinckrodt, De ortu ac progressu artis typographicae (Cologne, 1639–40)It is
obvious that at any one time there are more books in circulation from the past than there are
books that have been very recently published, those that are in print (publishers would call it a
backlist) and new publications. The numbers are so large that they are difficult to comprehend.
By the end of the fifteenth century there had been printed several million copies of books,
pamphlets and other kinds of printed matter. The English Short-title     catalogue (ESTC) of
books down to 1800, the fullest record of its kind for any large European country, and including
books in English published abroad as well as books printed in British possessions, records over
480,000 extant editions and impressions.19 This is quite apart from publications that have
disappeared entirely. Once one multiplies these figures by the numbers of copies likely to have
been printed in an edition (anything from a handful to the low thousands), and also takes the
daily and weekly newspaper trade (not recorded in detail in the ESTC) into account, then the
figures are difficult to grasp.While retrospective databases list books as they were published,
they cannot provide a portrait of the cumulative effect as, year after year, new publications joined
what was already in existence and others disappeared. They cannot portray the extent to which
the new drove out the old, how much was discarded and how much was retained – deliberately
or through indifference. Our most obvious resource for comprehending something of this
experience lies in the growing size of private libraries: not just in the numbers of new and very
recent books, but also in the distribution of publication dates especially of older books. The
examples of Nicolas Kiessling on Robert Burton’s library and of Daniele Danesi on the
sixteenth– seventeenth-century Sienese library of the Bulgarini family,20 with their invaluable
chronological indexes, suggest how this might be developed on a considerably larger scale.
Using another approach, Hannie van Goingh has estimated that of the books included in trade
catalogues issued at Leiden between 1736 and 1770 about half derived from private libraries –
in other words, they were second-hand. This figure took no account of books sold in other
ways.21The tendency among historians to focus on the new and most recent is despite the fact
that not just the quantity of, but also the trade in, old books was far larger than that of new ones.
Beyond this, how did attitudes to old books change, and to what extent can this be measured in
the vocabularies used to describe or analyse them?22 While obviously much can be learned
from the experiences of individual countries in all their variety, such questions must be



addressed internationally. Books were traded internationally; booksellers worked internationally;
bibliographical literature and histories of books were circulated internationally; rarity was
measured internationally. For what became a canon of rare books, values were international.
Bibliographical study has frequently transcended national boundaries; and it is therefore
impossible to treat countries in isolation. While there were often national preferences and
prejudices, many trends proceeded internationally in parallel.  By about 1600, a century and a
half of printing in western Europe had not only produced many millions of books. It had also
resulted in scales of values for different kinds of print. With that went both preservation – most
obviously in libraries – and destruction. Unwanted books were used as scrap paper, many were
deliberately destroyed, most were simply lost or fell to pieces. It was a process that resulted in
selective rarity. On the one hand there were too many books. On the other, some became
noticeably scarce. For books and printing in particular, how was the surviving past to be
measured other than in numbers?First, and unavoidably, was the vast increase in the output of
the printing trades during the middle and latter part of the sixteenth century and then, on still
greater scales, in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Conventionally, this increase has
been measured according to the numbers of editions that have survived, including in this
exercise both books and pamphlets. In a bibliographical world that is replete with contradictions,
ambiguities and difficulties, this is still the most straightforward approach. This is true even if we
attempt not just to count survivals, but also to estimate what has not survived. But it is an
unsatisfactory approach if we wish to understand the impact of print.Books and pamphlets were
but a small part of the output of the press. In varying degrees across Europe, from the mid-
seventeenth century onwards newspapers and other periodicals circulated on scales that are
much more difficult to assess. They were cheap, they were passed from hand to hand, they were
shared sometimes in public places such as coffee shops, and within and among private
households. Each copy was read several times, and circulation was increased by shared
reading aloud, often by a person sufficiently literate addressing his or her friends who were not.
Oral circulation could be at least as important as that in print or manuscript. With a few
exceptions, their rate of survival is low, and demonstrably so in that gaps in numerical series can
be immediately identified.23 The exceptions, those that were kept for reference because they
obviously offered some lasting value, were serials such as the Philosophical Transactions of the
Royal Society (1665–), or the proceedings of the Académie Royale des Sciences (founded in
1666). More transient literature has disappeared on a scale that can no longer be measured
more than approximately.Lower down the scale, but no less influential, was a mass of printed
matter seeking to bring order to an increasingly complicated commercial and social world. Only
a tiny fraction of this has survived. Most has disappeared entirely. Advertisements for all kinds of
consumer goods and for medical remedies, almanacs, licences, price lists, tickets, printed
forms, political   squibs, slip-songs sold on the streets and cheap religious images: all were an
increasing part of everyday life, their presence and their use depending partly on the patterns of
dispersal of printers from large to smaller towns and villages across western Europe.24 Most



printers, but especially those in smaller communities, depended heavily on being asked to
provide the ephemeral needs of everyday life. The pace of change was irregular. The ending of
the Licensing Acts in Britain at the end of the seventeenth century, and the consequent
development of provincial printing, contrasted with the continued insistence in France on control
of the numbers of printers. But amidst all the geographical and commercial differences in trade,
some of these cheap and necessary pieces of paper – many of them no more than scraps –
were printed by the tens of thousands.25 They have become rare, and were usually never
intended to be kept. While their study, and their status, are relevant to many of the issues raised
in the following pages, they figure only occasionally here.It is easy to denote many periods as
transformative ages of information.26 Each, whether the fifteenth-century Italian renaissance,
the establishment of large-scale patents systems to support industrial invention, or the
seventeenth-century growth of paper-dependent commerce, has different characteristics. More
fundamentally, they brought changes in attitude. The seventeenth century was partly
characterised not just by the welcome convenience of the printing press in producing price lists,
various kinds of blank forms for administration, or catalogues or cheap entertainment, but also
by increasing anxiety: on the one hand at the new weight of print and of paper in circulation, and
on the other by tensions between established self-interest on the part of printers to control how
the necessary printed matter could be produced, and demand that could not be met by existing
means.The result was more than a world that had become print-dependent. It was a world that,
within just two centuries of Gutenberg, was in some respects suffering from overload. Printing
was to be lauded, and something for which to be thankful, whether as ars conservatrix or as a
gift from God. But while it brought shared knowledge, and seemed to offer a guarantee that what
was known would not be forgotten, those who looked even casually at the published output were
vociferously alert to the difficulty. While encyclopaedism in libraries seemed to some people to
be an ideal, in truth no library could expect to collect, let alone hold, everything. No amount of
classification of books could control the torrent of publications.There have been numerous
studies of book collecting and of the book trade in individual countries. For Britain, much of what
we assume today depends on the work of scholars such as Seymour de Ricci, and  
contributors to the Cambridge history of libraries in Britain, with the many other references that
are there to be found.27 For France, we can turn firstly to L’histoire des bibliothèques françaises
and to L’histoire de l’édition française, as well as to pioneering monographs by Yann Sordet and
others.28 While there is no extended comparable overarching study for the Low Countries, the
work of scholars such as Bert van Selm and Otto Lankhorst on early auctions demonstrates
something of the riches still to be analysed.29 More general older studies such as Gustav
Bogeng’s three volumes of 192230 mapped out some of the territory in the sense of providing
many of the leading names of collectors. There is also much to be found in the history of
individual institutional libraries, and in the policies and actions pursued by those responsible for
them: these people frequently were able – and sometimes obliged – to take a view that looked
beyond their respective institutions, towns and countries.How have attitudes to old or rare books



accorded with those to other material relics of the past? Kristian Jensen has explored some
aspects of their relationship with the appreciation of antique sculpture; and I have looked at the
relationship between the conservation, preservation and alteration of books, and the same
aspects of connoisseurship both in sculpture and in painting, and even in old buildings.31 Such
comparative approaches can be rewarding. They oblige us to look at books not just from what
we have come to think of as bibliographical perspectives, but also as a part of a larger sharing of
the past. The fact that many of the same people who can be reckoned as serious bibliophiles
were also connoisseurs of other objects and works of art, and of the discoveries of
archaeologists, is a further incentive to think beyond the boundaries of booksellers, libraries and
library shelves.Conversely, the several different values represented by, and contained in, printed
books have led to a disparity between the ways that their collecting has been studied, and the
ways that other objects of interest are discussed. Catalogues of collections, and volumes of
illustrations – be they of coins, ancient inscriptions, or sculpture – have a direct reference value
for those interested in such matters. But that is very different from whether or not such books are
rare in themselves, and valued because of such rarity. With disconcertingly few exceptions, such
as Lisa Jardine’s Worldly goods; a new history of the renaissance (1996) and Renata Ago’s Il
gusto delle cose (2006), there is comparatively little on the history of book collecting and how
valuable books were appreciated in the context of other kinds of collecting. It remains to be
habitually integrated into the history of material culture. Recent studies of collections such as
that of Sir Hans Sloane are valuable in that they show how a commitment to collecting early
printed books sat   beside other concerns including (in Sloane’s case) ethnography and the
history of the natural world.32 The ample literature on the history of book collecting is
voluminous enough. But few writers on the subject have chosen viewpoints sufficiently removed
to consider not so much the assembling of particular authors, titles, subjects or other groups of
books or people, as the scrutiny of old books as it has changed over time: through the eyes of
different generations and societies, according to different values, interests and preoccupations,
different circumstances, different presumptions and using different vocabularies and
terminologies. As an aspect of the history of material culture, such an approach emphasises the
changing nature of objects: not only physical changes but also changes in meaning.33This is
immediately noticeable if one considers influential exhibitions at, for example, the Amsterdam
Historical Museum in 1992, or the Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge in 2015.34 The latter
included just one book, displayed because it illustrated sixteenth-century costume, not because,
to quote the title of the exhibition, it was itself a ‘treasured possession’. At Amsterdam, more
books were included; but as catalogues, atlases, books of illustrations and handbooks they were
mostly part of a reference literature. They were not, again to allude to the title of the exhibition,
offered primarily as either rarities or works of art in themselves. The notable exception was not a
printed book, but a ninth-century manuscript of Julius Caesar.While the following pages do not
attempt to offer a systematic programme for the better integration of the study of rare books as
objects into the wider sphere of material culture, they do allude to issues and values held in



common. They also address only a limited range of books, where the meaning of the word ‘rare’
is itself mutable, and memory is not necessarily to be assumed. It depends on opinion as much
as on knowledge; and it is always flexible according to individual, generational and geographical
circumstance.Rarity and Cultural MemoryRarity among books, a phenomenon both firmly
physical and yet also dependent for its definition on cognition, is a defining aspect of cultural
memory. Books are just one vehicle for our memory, along with oral, musical and pictorial
survivals, the built and natural landscape, various kinds of artefacts large or small and,
increasingly, an assortment of computer-based archives. Their survival affects not just what we
remember, but also how we remember. They are interpretative documents, to be used variously;
and   thanks to their incomplete survival, sometimes random, sometimes deliberate, they also
guide our view of the past in both innumerable and unpredictable ways. In the often quoted
words of Francis Bacon, ‘Libraries … are as the Shrynes, where all the Reliques of the ancient
Saints, full of true vertue, and that without delusion or imposture, are preserved and reposed’.35
He assumed more of libraries than was either practical or was the case even in his own time.
They cannot contain ‘all’ the past. Selection and accident are integral to their nature. Dependent
partly on manuscript and print, cultural memory has been defined and widely accepted as
including three principal aspects: social, material and mental. The three are inseparable, for they
interact with each other. Both rarity and memory are characterised by processes of selection
that may, or may not, be consciously understood. Books epitomise this triad. Thus, more
specifically, the ways in which we manage rarity, the ways in which we choose what is of
significance and try to measure and ensure the survival of some kinds of books, shape the
architecture of cultural memory. That memory itself carries many different interpretations of the
past.36 So too with ‘rarity’ as a limited inheritance identified as something distinctive, an aspect
of interpreting the past that may or may not have been forced on any particular generation by a
process of survival. Neither memory nor ‘rarity’ can be comprehensive. Both depend on varieties
of viewpoints that are themselves selective, often randomly so.Cultural memory is largely
created. It is created not only in the ways that libraries are collected, but also in the ways that the
treatment of books is all too often an inherent part of the treatment of people. It may be
deliberate destruction.37 Marinetti detested Italy’s inheritance, and glorified war in the Futurist
manifesto published in 1909: ‘We will glorify war – the world’s only hygiene … We will destroy the
museums, libraries, academies of every kind …’ It was a short step to Futurism’s later
association with Fascism.38 At various times, attempts to eradicate Jews have included the
destruction of their material inheritance, including books, whether in late medieval Spain or in
the twentieth-century holocaust. In the Armenian genocide of 1915 onwards, buildings and
libraries were looted and destroyed, as part of the same effort to eradicate both a population and
its memory.39 If evidence no longer existed, then history could be rewritten. In mid sixteenth-
century England, books and people were burned, in attempts to impose religious uniformity. The
deliberate burning of Leuven University Library by German troops in August 1914 was an
immense scholarly loss. It was also quickly seen as an attempt to suppress a part of European



civilisation; and it led directly to a strengthened commitment on the part of the allies to fight –
both for people and for what had been inherited.40 At Sarajevo in   1992, the destruction by
Serbian troops of the Oriental Institute and the national library was designed to expunge national
and Ottoman memory. The ransacking of libraries at Mosul by Isis vandals in 2014–15 sought
similarly to destroy knowledge and a long civilisation.Most of the rest of this book is concerned
with aspects of the development, sometimes accidental and sometimes deliberate, of a few
elements of what we have come to regard as Western civilised values. It is a partial view,
impinging only occasionally on the history of destruction, sacrilege, iconoclasm and personal
killing, though all play major roles in the creation of bibliographical rarity.Thus memory shifts in
its meaning, in its creation and in how it is perceived. Bibliography and the memory of humanity
are intertwined. We may, perhaps, assume that the media – writing, paper, ink – we use to store
memory will be stable, or a least last a long time. Francis Bacon among many others wrote of
their importance in the dissemination of learning.41 Though it has a proven longevity, given the
right paper and the right conditions of storage, the life of a book as a physical object is not
infinite. Books are lost; they fall apart and disintegrate; they are destroyed. So, books become
rare by their numerical diminution in ways that are often not recognised or acknowledged. The
extreme rarity of most newspapers has only recently been acknowledged, but their status in this
respect is as nothing compared with the value we set on what is customarily read in the world’s
rare books reading rooms. Almost throughout their history, newspapers have been the poor
relations, neglected and maltreated by libraries, and poorly documented when compared with
books.42 Yet they are increasingly valued as fundamental historical resources.The following
pages are but the beginning of a long story that continues to change and develop for reasons
that are both dependent on, and entirely independent of, human action. They are mostly
concerned with paper. The differences from, and analogies with, our present textual state are
important. Twenty-first century media are often less permanent than earlier ones. Western
European paper dates from the tenth century, and modern so-called ‘permanent’ or acid-free
paper is expected to last between 500 and over a thousand years. Even if we set aside short-
lived cheap wood-pulp paper, we need still to recognise that some of the other more recent
media that are now most relied on are unlikely to last for very substantial periods. Silver-gelatin
microfilms, so much resorted to as a preservation medium, are untested by long-term standards,
but are said to last at least five hundred years – not indefinitely. Old colour photographs fade.
Magnetic tapes, dependent on ferric oxide and a plastic substrate, deteriorate quickly. In   our
brief digital age it has become appropriate to speak of a ‘dark age’, where obsolescence,
forgotten skills, lost programmes and deterioration all lead to lost memory.43Hence, there is
some temerity in claiming to write about the invention of rarity. It applies to much more than
books, manuscript or printed. As we shall see, in discourse concerning the physical world during
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries it was more often used of the natural world, and of
curiosities there, before it became attached to books, which certainly cannot claim any
exclusivity in this respect. Like memory, it means different things to different people even in the



world of books, depending on time and place, on knowledge, on individuals’ ranges of interests
and on more general social preoccupations. While the eighteenth century brought an
effloresecence of attempts to define books’ rarity in bibliographical terms, the people who did so
often acknowledged a variety of conditions that began with the simplest form of rarity, numerical.
The more thoughtful of them took the matter further, in enquiring into a range of reasons. Rarity
not only bred a form of cultural memory. Conversely and complementarily, it was actually shaped
by the choices involved in the shaping and breeding of that memory.In contributions to the
Histoire des bibliothèques françaises and Histoire de l’édition française, the Paris scholar-
bookseller Jean Viardot has proved to be one of the few people to try to analyse a phenomenon
that has preoccupied scholars, collectors, the book trade and librarians alike for many
centuries.44 He focussed in particular on the great collectors of the French eighteenth century,
and he drew attention to the interdependence of librarians, collectors and the book trade in the
establishment of ideas of rarity. Reflecting this period, he presented a carefully structured world.
I begin the story somewhat further back, and show from a longer and wider perspective how an
idea formed, its untidy birth, in what it consisted and how it took hold across national
boundaries.   2Books as Objects   Books have long served for gift or exchange.1 In many
circumstances they possess a status as an object as well as a resource for reading; the Bible
visible on the lectern in church is an obvious example, just as is the family Bible carefully
preserved but not (to judge from many surviving examples) necessarily very often opened in
Victorian homes. Anthropologists and bibliographers have both drawn attention to books’ status
in this respect, as they also have to the use of books as amulets.2 Such uses do not always
require that the books in question are regularly read. Presence and external appearance are as
important as content. We can recognise this in the market for devotional books, in the care
lavished on the externals – the bindings – sometimes more than the inside. We can see it in the
extra money spent on bindings of dedication copies of more secular books. The distinctions
between large or fine paper copies and the more ordinary copies of an edition provide another
example, though it is important also to remember that copies on larger or better paper can play
an essential part in the economics of manufacture and also offer considerable marketing
advantage. Large-paper copies are not always manufactured to provide for the social and
political needs of authors.3Some of these themes are not distinct to printed books. In the early
fifteenth century, there was a row of books exhibited above the high altar of St Augustine’s abbey
in Canterbury. The famous depiction of them in a manuscript now in Trinity Hall, Cambridge,
almost certainly includes the copy of the Gospels reputed to have been brought by Augustine to
England in AD 597 and now in Corpus Christi College, Cambridge4: it still figures, as a revered
object carrying considerable historical and inherited authority, in the enthronement of modern
archbishops of Canterbury. More generally, so-called treasure bindings on Biblical and liturgical
texts reflected the same kind of status: books to be seen from the outside just as much as
within.5Rarity and PriceHow did awareness of the physical properties of older printed books
develop? When did the printed book become ‘old’ in the sense that it   seemed to demand



different modes of description? In the catalogue of John Dee’s library, compiled in 1583, a few
books were described as ‘vetust.’ (Fig.3), but that did not necessarily mean unusually old: many
much older books in the same catalogue were not so designated.6 The word may simply have
meant that the date was uncertain, or even that the volume was worn. How did the word come to
describe and prescribe what eventually became a more or less conventional range of values for
old books on account not solely of the texts that they contained, but also of the physical vessels
that contained those texts? When were criteria for rarity developed, and extended?3 Catalogue
of the library of John Dee, 1583. The entry for Algorithmus demonstrans [perhaps 1534] is
marked ‘vetust’. Trinity College, Cambridge MS O.4.20, p.67First, some caveats that bear
repetition. ‘Rare’ does not necessarily mean scarce. Nor does it imply expensive. Nor are rare
books necessarily the best ones. These were among the first principles laid down by Johann
Vogt, in one of the most widely read eighteenth-century manuals on rare books.7 A century
earlier, thinking of the Paris trade, Gabriel Naudé recognised the occasional need to spend more
occasionally on very rare books; but he also scorned books more noticeable for their
appearance than their content.  Libraries are neither built nor esteemed but for the service and
benefit which one may receive from them, and therefore one should neglect such Books &
Manuscripts as are only valuable in respect of their Antiquity, figures, paintings, binding, and
other weak considerations.8Many books sold for high prices at auction were – and are – costly
because of their bindings, not because of their contents: this means that information on prices
included in bibliographical guides may be very misleading, especially when titles and editions
were described as rare or unusual but were in fact common.9 Furthermore, the changing
meanings and emphases of the word ‘rare’ in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries reflect a
range that no longer applies in most ordinary speech, though, oddly, they find echoes in the
ways that library organisation often uses a catch-all in designating departments and reading
rooms for ‘rare’ books where much that is read in them may be numerically common.The
relationship between rarity and price is of more than passing interest. For collectors and
booksellers alike, it is a fundamental part of their amateur and professional careers. In an
environment where so much depended on the condition of books, there was some comfort as
well as interest in following the fortunes of individual copies through the sale rooms and
catalogues of booksellers. Edward Harwood addressed his View of the various editions of the
Greek and Roman classics (1775) to trade and customers alike. It was not his primary purpose
to map the history of individual copies, but he could not resist one example, to show how
financial fortunes could change – and, not least, how the prices of some kinds of books had
risen in the previous few years:It is agreeable to investigate the history of a scarce book, and to
follow it in its transmission from age to age, and behold the different value it acquires in
migrating thro’ a variety of hands. The first Edition of the Greek Psalter in fol. printed Mediolani,
1481, was in the possession of the late very learned and ingenious Mr. Maittaire; and at the sale
of his library, in 1748, was purchased in a lot by Mr. Wilcox, who was then a bookseller. Mr.
Wilcox put this very scarce book in the first catalogue he published, at five shillings. Nobody



asked for it. The next year he reduced the price of it in his catalogue to four shillings. The late
learned and worthy Mr. Jackson of Leicester bought it. Dr. Askew purchased it of Mr. Jackson for
five guineas. This individual Greek Psalter was sold at Dr. Askew’s sale for sixteen guineas; and
to a prince, a nobleman, or a public library, it was a cheap book.10The progress from minor
bookseller to provincial collector to major metropolitan bibliophile, its rebinding and ultimately its
passing to wealthy collectors in the late eighteenth century, carried changes in price; but  
successive reappearances also carried different opportunities for the book to be recognised and
its scarceness in the trade evaluated. In an escalating market, it was no longer a book for a
person of modest means.As for price alone, in 1841 a German book collector whose family had
settled in Liège while he was still young was delighted to discover in the London bookshop of
Thomas Rodd a copy of the first extended poem celebrating the invention of printing.11 The
collector was Henri Helbig (1813–90), and the book in question was De chalcographiae
inventione, by Johannes Arnoldus Bergellanus, published at Mainz in 1541. Helbig had obtained
the copy that had belonged to Richard Heber, sold at Ghent in 1835.12 He knew of only one
other example of what he called this ‘rarissime opuscule’, in Vienna. His enthusiasm is
understandable, and was all the greater when he discovered that Jacques-Charles Brunet had
not included it in the most recent edition of his standard Manuel du Libraire. Naturally he wrote to
Brunet, who seems to have been piqued at having so cheap a book pointed out to him: Helbig
had paid Rodd just eight shillings for it.13 So Brunet wrote rather defensively in the 1860 edition
of the Manuel, first (mistakenly) stating that Helbig had paid two shillings for it actually at the
Heber sale, and then remarking that ‘Ce prix infime nous justifie assez de l’omission volontaire
que nous avons faite de cette pièce, et de beaucoup d’autres qui ne sont pas ni moins rares, ni
plus chères’.14That tells us much about Brunet, and something about the background
assumptions that shaped his labours. No bibliographical reference work was more widely
consulted by collectors and booksellers alike in the nineteenth century than his Manuel, which
appeared in five editions, growing larger at each stage, between 1810 and 1860. It was pirated
in Belgium (like many French books), and it was almost as familiar to English audiences as to
French.15 If we are to take Brunet as typical, then there was by the mid-nineteenth century a
widespread assumption that there was an umbilical link between price and rarity. Rare books, by
definition, cost more. (The converse, that expensive books were rare, is of course not true.) It
was a belief manifest in the most celebrated sale of all, of what was believed to be the unique
copy of the Valdarfer Boccaccio (1471) in the Roxburghe sale of 1812.16 The book was sold for
£2,260, a record price for a printed book that stood unbeaten until the London bookseller
F.S.Ellis paid £3,400 for a copy of the Gutenberg Bible on vellum at the Henry Perkins sale in
1873.17 Belief in the link between price and rarity was driven by a particular kind of collecting
that was defined by fashion rather than by originality: the exceptional price paid for the
Boccaccio was a result of an unusual degree of personal competitiveness between two bidders
at the auction.  Looking for Second-hand MarketsAs will emerge constantly in the following
pages, the second-hand market developed more tardily as an organised activity than did the



market for new books. This is most obvious in the differences in the bibliographical resources
created by, and available to, each. It was a very different matter to record new publications –
challenging though this has always been – than to gain some overall bibliographical grasp of the
market in old books. For new books, the costs of manufacture and distribution provided a guide
to prices and values. For what was old and out of print, prices depended much more on what the
market would bear: on demand rather than on production. This was a point well made by Brunet
in the preface to his Manuel du libraire in 1810. Like several of his predecessors, he included
notes of the prices for books fetched at major auctions. He was careful to include a range of
examples since, he explained,comme il eût ridicule de vouloir assigner une valeur fixe à des
livres qui ne passent que très-rarement dans le commerce, et dont le prix dépend entièrement
de la volonté des vendeurs ou de celle des acquéreurs, j’ai cru plus raisonnable d’indiquer les
prix auxquels les livres de ce genre ont été portés dans les ventes les plus connues.18From the
second half of the seventeenth century onwards, rarity gradually became measurable. Prices
would always be variable, reaching both high and low extremes, depending not only – as Brunet
explained – on demand, but also on other measures including condition, the elaborateness or
otherwise of bindings, and on paper sizes and quality.Angela Nuovo in The book trade in the
Italian renaissance has confronted the difficulty of determining whether new or old books are
being spoken of or written about. As a rule of thumb she tended to treat books described as
being bound, ligatus or an equivalent, in inventories and booksellers’ accounts, as being second-
hand: clearly the distinction cannot be universally reliable.19 Thanks not least to a dearth of
bibliographical information in the lists on which studies of early modern libraries so often
depend, in the history of material culture books tend to be treated as being of more or less the
same age. The purpose of post-mortem inventories, for example, was usually to establish cash
values, not the kinds of details from which a range of bibliographical tastes might be
determined.20 Given the nature of this evidence, attention has been focussed on comparative
material wealth, literacy and reading.21Most writers have not concerned themselves with such
distinctions. Inventories designed to establish wealth provide detail only rarely.22 The   several
anecdotal histories of the trade offer few helps for comparisons and analysis, absorbing though
it can be to read the exploits of its leading members.23If we look to the second-hand trade in the
sixteenth to early nineteenth centuries, there is a comparative dearth in the literature. Work at
Leiden has already been mentioned. Maria Gioia Tavoni has drawn attention to the activities of
the bookseller Filippo Argelati at Bologna in the early eighteenth century.24 In his study of the
early years of Chetham’s Library in seventeenth-century Manchester, Matthew Yeo was able to
demonstrate how those responsible for purchases acquired books both new and second-
hand.25 His exposition of the English trade is a rare example of analytical awareness of the
relationship between new and old books during this period. By contrast, the volume of the
Cambridge history of the book in Britain covering the period 1557 to 1695 has just two entries for
the second-hand trade in the index. While a further search can discover more references to
individuals and aspects, this is perhaps a reflection not so much of what we know, as of our



priorities, and the ways in which we view what we know. In the following volume, for 1695–1830,
there is a full chapter devoted to ‘collecting and the antiquarian book’, where most of the limited
space available is predictably given to the generation of major collectors in the late eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries – figures such as the Duke of Roxburghe, Earl Spencer, the Duke
of Devonshire, William Beckford and Richard Heber. Little space is left for the more ordinary
second-hand trade. For that, again we have to return to the histories of a few individual
libraries.26One of the greatest difficulties lies in understanding that in the world of books there is
not a sharp difference between past and present. Books remain in print, sometimes for hundreds
of years. Until very recently, when more aggressive accounting and the rapidly increasing cost of
warehousing brought an end to such toleration, publishers allowed old stock to remain. In
seventeenth-century France, music could remain in print for a hundred years and more.27 The
catalogue of Oxford University Press in 1916 contained Henry Baber’s type facsimile of the
Codex Alexandrinus published a century previously, three volumes folio, price £18. If Thomas
Gaisford’s Scriptores Latini rei metricae and Immanuel Bekker’s edition of Aristotle, both
published in 1837 and both still in the Oxford University Press catalogue a century later, were
unusual, they were far from unique among learned presses in particular. This kind of continuity
makes it sometimes difficult to determine exactly what is being talked of when we speak of ‘old
books’, ‘rare books’ or ‘special collections’ – all terms that have been interpreted in very different
ways.  Awakening InterestsThe concept of the rare text, difficult to find, is a part of the
manuscript tradition: considerable efforts were made in the early middle ages (to go no further
back) to acquire or to borrow texts that were not locally to hand.28 Later, the search for ancient
texts and manuscripts was a part of the humanist tradition. When and why did people become
alert to the interest and value of old printed books as objects?For every generalisation there is
an exception, but some principal themes may be summarised. By definition, for example,
antiquaries have an interest in evidence from the past; but they do not address every aspect of
the past. Archaeologists uncover the past; but every excavation requires decisions as to what to
retain or to set aside. Theologians also have an interest in the past, again in selective ways, and
sometimes they are as concerned to dismantle and destroy ideas and beliefs with which they
disagree.Behind decisions concerning which authors, editions and printers on which to
concentrate, in libraries and among booksellers and collectors, lay the activities of those
responsible for the choice of copy-texts, for the evaluation and determination of manuscript
traditions, for the recovery of lost manuscripts and for applying palaeographical, philological and
other relevant criteria to their editing. This is not to say that such information from the scholarly
world was necessarily noticed or acted on. For many kinds of collecting, old editions could be
preferable regardless of sometimes otherwise ill reputations.The disadvantages as well as the
advantages of printing were a concern to Aldus Manutius, whose own books were to become
among the most sought after of all:I cannot say how much harm this invention seems to have
caused, how much destruction and ruination of good books has arisen and will arise from it
unless God prevents it. First of all, we see the kind of artisans into whose hands the sacred



monuments of literature have fallen; secondly, we know how certain men with little education
dare to explain, comment on and emend every book. Therefore there is no little danger that we
ourselves may transform this blessing … into the greatest of banes and bring about the
destruction of noble letters; for all the most inarticulate of men can recklessly put their hands to
any book at all as their desires lead them.29Editions of Greek literary texts printed by Aldus
Manutius, many of them editiones principes, were themselves sometimes based on poorly
chosen late manuscripts – albeit the only ones then available. Among other   difficulties, Aldus
did not have access to the great collection of Greek and Latin manuscripts assembled by
Cardinal Bessarion, given to Venice in 1468.30 Misprints were a further problem. Proofreading
could be rushed when other business pressed. As one of his contemporaries remarked of the
edition of Aristotle, it was sometimes difficult to distinguish between misprints and what might be
ignorance on the part of the reader.31 René Chartier’s edition of Galen (Paris, 1679–89) was
notably better than the Aldine edition of 1525.32 Faith in what was merely old could be
misplaced.Editing was always a selective process, dependent on some books but not on most.
Textual scholars offered their own analyses, the scale of past publication reflected in the growing
series of editions that had to be taken into account. The prospectus issued in 1695 for a new
edition of Thucydides, in preparation for the Oxford press, summarised the editorial process in a
way that, by listing previous authorities, made this selective comprehensiveness clear:The Text,
being that of H.Stephens’s last Edition An. 1588 (follow’d by AEmilius Portus) is diligently
Collated with two Manuscript Copies of good Note, belonging to the Libraries of the Royal
Society and Corpus Christi College Oxon, which contain the entire History; and another
Manuscript of the Orations, among the Baroccian Books in Bodley’s Library.Besides these
Manuscripts, all the Editions extant of this Author are carefully compar’d with the printed Text;
and the Various Readings set at the bottom of the page, together with several Emendations and
Conjectures.The Translation is that of the last Edition An. 1594. compar’d with the Lat. version of
Valla (revis’d by H.Stephens,) Winsemius, Casa, Acacius, &c. and the English of Mr. Hobbs; and
in abundance of places (where ‘twas either obscure or manifestly erroneous) rectified and
amended.Editors, historians, theologians, lawyers and others had their own specific needs: to
find copies of books to use or even to own, and to understand the relationship between different
editions. In that respect, the idea of rarity often followed scholarship. Old editions of standard
texts were replaced. Some that were replaced became valued as sources. Others were
forgotten.Partly as a consequence of concentration by an educated elite pursuing and building
on memory in a relatively restricted range of subjects, entire categories of older books were
largely ignored by the most influential parts of the book trade and by their customers: for
example in modern literatures, in much of natural philosophy other than classical or the most
major modern authors, or in some mathematical sciences (again, other than classical authors
and a few modern ones). Books concerning domestic   economy, books of simple piety, books
for children, basic educational books, books of popular tales or books concerning other aspects
of everyday life offered no long-term interest.33 As a general rule, collecting followed



bibliographical guidance. Without such guidance – and there was little or no guidance in most of
these areas – discernment was not feasible for all save the most independent and far-sighted
collectors.In other words, the modern concept of the rare book emerged from two developments:
a mixture of bibliographical answers to a more general need for selection in the mêlée of print
and paper, and a parallel awareness of natural and artefactual plenitude, modulated as a focus
on what was sometimes called ‘curious’. We shall return later to concepts of curiosity.What if we
consider these matters only partly as questions of trade, its structures and its prices? What if we
set aside scholarly priorities? Instead, we consider them bibliographically. That inevitably means
also that we must consider them socially. What kinds of books and other publications have
attracted special attention? How have interests and priorities changed? What evidence can we
see of this in surviving artefacts? How have people viewed old books, other than as texts having
more or less interest or authority? Apart from price structures that cover everything, from the
discarded pamphlet or newspaper cast aside as waste and reused in some other way, to the
most expensive of incunabula, evidence also lies in the wider treatment of old books, in the ways
they have been described, and the ways in which contemporary tastes are brought to bear to
explain and evaluate objects from the past. Just as manuscripts could be cast aside once they
were printed,34 so too with older printed books, which were in turn displaced by their
successors. When the Bodleian Library discarded its first folio of Shakespeare (1623) on the
arrival of a later edition, it was behaving in accordance with long-standing habits of thought as
much in the world of manuscript as of print. Modern library management encourages the same
for most of its stocks, often very appropriately. But rarity, once defined, could provide some
degree of protection. In this respect, it is a modern concept.TravellersEverything depended on
comparison, whether at local or international levels. Whatever the complications of religion,
politics or war, many British collectors were heavily influenced by French taste in the
presentation of books. Long after people of bibliophile interests such as John Evelyn, Michael
Honywood (later Dean of Lincoln)35 and other royalists had returned to   England, and Charles
II was restored to the English throne, collectors looked over the English Channel to France, and
over the North Sea to the Low Countries, finding much to admire. Gabriel Naudé‘s Advis pour
dresser une bibliothèque, originally published at Paris in 1627 and published in an English
translation by Evelyn at London in 1661, had the merit of being a short text. His work was
addressed originally to Henri II de Mesmes (1586–1650), and it found a general readership in
England.36 But there were other books as well. Louis Jacob’s Traicté des plus belles
bibliothèques publiques et particulières, published in 1644, became the vade-mecum for a
generation, and in 1680 its scope was extended by Pierre le Gallois’s Traitté des plus belles
bibliothèques de l’Europe, a book printed again just five years later. Both books, of no great
length, were to be found widely in English libraries, and Le Gallois appeared in an anonymous
abridged translation in 1739.37Much more popular was Maximilien Misson’s Nouveau voyage
d’Italie. This substantial and detailed account was first published at The Hague in 1691.38 In
1687 Misson, a Huguenot born at Lyon in about 1650, was naturalised in England. His book,



based on his itinerary in 1687–8 as tutor to Charles Butler, later Earl of Arran, became a
standard accompaniment for the Grand Tour.39 A second edition appeared in 1694, an English
translation came out in 1695 and a revised second edition of this in 1699. By 1739 the English
edition, now much enlarged, was in its fifth edition. Meanwhile several further French editions
appeared, including one at The Hague in 1702, and a Dutch translation in 1724. Joseph
Addison’s Remarks on several parts of Italy, first published in 1705 and often republished, was
intended partly as a supplement to Misson’s work, though Addison paid no attention to libraries.
As a general guide, Misson gave only limited attention to the subject, but he covered the
principal ones, as well as some private collections. At Nuremberg he was shown a Greek
manuscript of the Gospels with prayers, said to be 900 years old. He also remarked that a
printed book from Speier was dated 144640; but he easily realised that the date could not be
correct. At Venice, he noted that the Marciana was ‘dans un état un peu négligé’ and ‘très-peu
frequentée’: he gave a few details about manuscripts, and nothing about printed books. In most
of the libraries he visited, manuscripts were presented as being more interesting, as obvious
rarities. Nuremberg was an exception. It was the same for most travellers – that is, those who
bothered to mention libraries at all. People were more interested in paintings, churches and
curiosities.But for an informed minority, whether foreign visitors to England or English visitors
overseas, libraries were a part of a properly planned itinerary.41 If they could not be visited in
person, then some knowledge had to   be obtained concerning them in order to converse with
others. Whether in Leiden,42 Oxford, Paris or the Vatican, educated tourists expected to include
libraries in their sightseeing. In 1664, Giovan Pietro Bellori and (probably) Fioravante Martinelli
combined to produce a guidebook to Rome, Nota delli musei, librerie, galerie, et ornamenti di
statue e pitture, Rome 1664. Employed in the Vatican Library, Martinelli has been credited with
the first part, paying especial attention to libraries; Bellori wrote the second, on works of art.43 It
was a supplement to Martinelli’s earlier book, Roma, ricercata nel suo sito, e nella scuola di tutti
gli antiquarii (Rome 1644), which had presented – in a tiny format – a hasty ten-day programme
for exploring Rome, with brief allusions to just three libraries – the Vatican, the Palazzo Altemps,
and the Barberini collection.A few years later, Carlo Bartolomeo Piazza, a priest from Milan,
provided details of many more of the Roman libraries – private, institutional and ecclesiastical –
in his Eusevologio romano, overe delle opere pie di Roma (1698), sometimes adding
complimentary remarks about their guardians. Like most who wrote about the contents of
libraries, Piazza found it easier to single out manuscripts, the older the better, than printed
books. But he did not neglect print. In the Vatican he noted the Plantin polyglot Bible, along with
books annotated by Politian, Fulvio Orsini and others, and in the Chigi library he found the Paris
polyglot, ‘nobilmente legata’. At S. Maria sopra Minerva he found the ‘Opere di S.Agostino,
stampate in caratteri d’argento’. At the Gesù he noted gifts from Louis XIV: editions of the Bible
and of the church Fathers printed at the Imprimerie Royale.44 He took no apparent interest in
books printed in the fifteenth century, and his observations of printed books were rare among
the dozens of manuscripts cited.In Paris, the libraries of de Thou, Richelieu, Mazarin, Colbert



and others were for more than private use. As expressions of status such libraries had limited
value unless they could be seen. As repositories of learning their reputations were severely
qualified unless they were shared within appropriately qualified social or scholarly circles.
Amicitia literally opened doors. In 1698 Martin Lister visited Paris, and among various
bibliographical excursions notedMons. l’Abbé de Bullac, Almoner to the prince of Conti, very
obligingly offered to carry me to the Kings Library; but I Civilly declined it, for I had been told, it
was better to make Visits by ones self: for no Stranger but was very welcome, at all times; not
only on the days it was publickly open, as it is upon Tuesdays and Fridays.45Across Europe,
exceptions were the more noticeable. ‘The Bibliotheca Ambrosiana is one of the best Libraries in
Italy’, remarked the Catholic priest   and professional travelling companion Richard Lassels in
one of the most widely read of all accompaniments to the Grand Tour, ‘because it is not so coy
as the others, which scarce let themselves be seen; whereas this opens its dores publickly to all
comers and goers, and suffers Them to read what book they please’.46 Lassels perhaps
suffered from his personal experiences.Libraries were a pleasure, and they were necessities.
While many travellers felt obliged at least to pay them their respects, for scholars and for
scholars’ friends they were essential, the homes of manuscripts and rare books not otherwise
available. As had for centuries been the case, people known to be visiting foreign cities might be
cajoled into making detailed notes for their friends at home, and we have already noted how
printed editions were used as the basis for detailed collations with manuscripts. On several
occasions Humfrey Wanley instructed those travelling abroad on what in particular they should
seek out in libraries, especially amongst manuscripts. Thanks to general books of travelsWe
have their Men, Manners, Religion, Laws, Force, Cities, Churches, Pictures, and other Rarities
described to us at length: but yet, we have no one book (that I ever heard of) that give’s us a
tolerable view of their Libraries.47Twenty or so years later, the German philosopher and
theologian Daniel Maichel visited London and Oxford, in particular passing a pleasant time in
Cambridge, conversing learnedly with Richard Bentley and his colleague Richard Walker. The
connection led to an otherwise rather surprising book to be printed at Cambridge, Maichel’s
Introductio ad historiam literariam, published in 1721 and republished immediately afterwards at
Leipzig. Maichel concentrated on the libraries in Paris, providing not just a commentary on their
histories and bibliographical resources, but also often refreshingly on their librarians, including in
some cases their odd way (to him) of pronouncing Latin, the lingua franca of the scholarly
world.If visitors to libraries, amateur or scholarly, could not aspire to their owners’ riches, they
could at least aspire to some of their principles, or to the principles of their advisers and
librarians. By no means all travellers were vastly wealthy.48 By no means all travellers were
interested in books, happy though they were to be seen to be sufficiently cultured to visit
libraries, where they could admire the decoration as much as the books.   3Survival and
Selection   SurvivalOne of the qualities most generally valued was distinctiveness. What was
special about a collection or a book? Only a tiny part of the past has survived – fortunately, for
otherwise we would be overwhelmed. Our difficulty lies not in the size of that part that has



survived, but in trying to comprehend what has been destroyed, become worn out or simply
disappeared. This converse on questions about how criteria have changed with respect to
survivals can frequently help us to understand more clearly the rationale as well as the whims of
fashion and value. The much abused word ‘rarity’ is the most obvious aspect of this. But rarity
was a changing concept, simultaneously encompassing several meanings.1 Although not
inevitably a numerical term, at its now most basic it depends on measurement, the numbers of
survivals, a diminution. Rates of survival can also suggest clues to what has disappeared
completely. Hence, they help build up not just scales of financial value, but also more accurate
assessments of the past as experienced in print in all its variety, from large volumes to the
ephemera of bureaucracy and the street.The printed output of early modern and Enlightenment
Europe is very patchily recorded, and there is little consistency between the different national
and international surveys. The Incunabula short-title catalogue (ISTC) records single sheets
provided they have text. It does not record such sheets if they only bear images. For the English-
speaking world, which is probably the most fully covered of any large region for post-1500
printed publications, the English short-title catalogue (ESTC) covers the years 1473 to 1800, but
thanks to its origins it covers some parts of this period in more detail than others. While, for
example, every scrap of printed paper bearing a text, even to book labels and beggars’ licences,
is included for the period down to 1640, very little stock of a vast assortment of ephemeral but
no less essential printing is recorded for the eighteenth century. Again, it does not record
separate images, religious and secular, a great mass of paper of which we still have very little
understanding as to the scale of their circulation. For books in German-speaking Europe, the
existence of VD 16 and VD 17 offers   at first sight more consistency; but here the records for
the seventeenth century include broadsheets, while coverage of these for the sixteenth is slight.
For Italian sixteenth-century books, Edit16 has been until recently largely confined to libraries
within Italy. Even for books and pamphlets it remains impossible to gain a sufficient picture. For
sixteenth-century France, while some towns and cities are well recorded for some periods, there
is still no comprehensive record even for Paris, and the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
are very poorly served. For the Low Countries, the two short-title catalogues, STCN (for the area
of the modern Netherlands, covering 1541–1800) and STCV (for Flanders) are still very much
under construction. Internationally, the developing Universal short-title catalogue (USTC) now
ventures into the seventeenth century. The database offering potentially the fullest survey, and
covering a longer period from c.1450 to 1830, is the Consortium of European Libraries’ Heritage
of the Printed Book Database: it is, however, very far from complete.2Most importantly, and
whatever the stage in the development of each, these surveys normally record only what has
survived. Estimates vary as to how much has been lost, and in any case this will vary from
period to period and region to region. The pitfalls and opportunities apparent in fifteenth-century
bibliography have been explored by Paul Needham, Joseph Dane, Falk Eisermann and others3;
and in 2003 Jean-François Gilmont addressed an aspect of the sixteenth century, in an essay
that both offered a succinct general summary and was partly concerned with the rate of survival



of the works of Jean Crespin, Carolus Scribani and Calvin.4 Others have worked on smaller
groups, including Goran Proot and Leo Egghe on early Jesuit plays in the Low Countries,5 and
Kate van Orden on sixteenth-century music.6 On a much larger scale, Michael Suarez has
examined in some detail the records of printing in the eighteenth-century English-speaking
world as measured by the ESTC.7Exercises in quantification lie at the heart of the history of the
book, but ‘quantification’ means different things to different people. For some, it refers to titles,
such as setting the details offered in the Frankfurt book fair catalogues of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries against titles that we know to have survived. For others, it concerns
statements made at the time of publication of numbers printed. For others again, it involves the
raw figures recoverable from short-title catalogue entries. These are all concerned, some more
successfully and convincingly than others, with the ever-increasing range of information
concerning surviving works as they are recorded in databases or in paper-published short-title
catalogues. An alternative approach, and one that has to be viewed alongside this, is to try   to
determine the printed output not in terms of titles or editions, but of printed sheets: the late
D.F.McKenzie’s work on the London trade in 1668 may be most familiar to some,8 but Hugh
Amory on the early press in the American colonies has provided further caveats.9 For
subsequent periods, the challenges to understanding and measuring output are by no means
removed with the advent of regular lists of publications.10Numbers will vary even further in
considering different kinds of publications. Moreover, no survey consistently considers how
many copies of each publication were printed. A document printed in a dozen copies for private
circulation or government accordingly can enjoy the same bibliographical status as an almanac
printed in tens of thousands of copies. Although there is some scattered evidence, such as the
regular local government printing of Jan Moretus at Antwerp in the first years of the seventeenth
century, there remains no accurate numerical measure of the extent to which printing permeated
different geographical parts of western Europe, and different parts of society.11Most of these
approaches to bibliographical control are expressed in terms of editions, of authors, of dates, of
places of publication, of printers. These aspects are of course inseparable. We need also to
focus on other modes of selection. One obvious means, already mentioned, might be to
discriminate between the ordinary and the commonplace, and the rare. While this has certain
attractions, and is an inescapable part of this exercise, it does not entirely help us understand
the general development of bibliographical and bibliophilic concentration. For the great majority
of what has been published over the past five hundred and more years, the once commonplace,
often produced in considerable quantities, has become rare. In other words, and quite apart from
any generic or qualitative distinctions, relative terms like ‘rare’ and ‘common’ are subject to
considerable variation generation by generation and place by place. By the same token they are
understood and valued differently. Rarity can be a startlingly subjective concept, and is
frequently unreliable, an expression sometimes more of hope than of proven measure.Because
books have always been traded regionally and internationally, most of these locally defined
attempts at surveys of production convey little of the reality of the book trade. Books could be



gathered and used far from their places of origin. Provenance notes, annotations and bindings
can often provide clues.12 So, with care, can the records of library collecting.13 While some
parts of the trade can be defined according to vernacular languages, this is by no means
reliable. Very few books in English were exported to Italy in the sixteenth century, for example.
But hundreds came to England   in Italian. In Latin and Greek, England was a net importer
certainly until the eighteenth century. The geography of production was very different from the
geography of use.The printed book is potentially universal in its ability to be circulated, in more
or less standardised copies. It can be aristocratic or demotic. But the ability to read is not
universal, let alone the ability to read complex texts. In this, the printed book is far from all-
embracing. It is not universal in the ways or extent to which it will be used, appreciated, handled
or understood, whether we look at these as different individual skills or as taking place in
different environments and within different ranges of personal or communal experience.These
selective aspects of book use mean that we must begin to divide up our questions. A word like
‘bibliophile’ is inadequate, especially because it has been so much devalued since its meaning
developed in France during the first half of the nineteenth century. Moreover, scales of values
must be expressed in different terms. As we have already noted, old is obviously not the same
as financially valuable.During the last few years we have also seen the importance of variety
reflected in the antiquarian book trade, as prices of ordinary copies of many old books have
risen much more slowly – and even remained stable – while those of copies that can be shown
to be special in some way have risen more noticeably. The response in the book trade to
concerns of historians of the book, with some of the more alert booksellers placing increasing
emphasis on copy-specific information, is an example of how scholarship can influence the
realities of commerce. At its best, the relationship between scholarship and bookselling is
mutually supportive and mutually advantageous. As a development of a more long-standing
interest in association copies, the phenomenon itself is far from new: as we shall see, interest in
the latter was becoming established in the early seventeenth century.Print and
ManuscriptManuscript and printed texts have not always been shelved or organised separately.
In places where the two were shelved together indifferently, there was perhaps little thought
given to the relative merits or rarity of one medium over the other. The first printed catalogue of
the Bodleian Library, published in 1605, depicted a library where manuscripts and printed books
were mingled, manuscripts of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries shelved alongside recent
printed books.14 This changed under the auspices   of John Rous, appointed Bodley’s
Librarian in 1620, and by the end of the century the printed catalogue revealed a library that had
been rearranged so that manuscript and print were now separated. In the early seventeenth-
century Amsterdam public library, print and manuscript were also mixed on the shelves.15But
while it is easy to find some prominent and occasionally spectacular minglings of manuscript
and print, it is also easy to overstate this phenomenon. When in 1574 Archbishop Matthew
Parker presented to Cambridge University Library twenty-five manuscripts (several of them
Anglo-Saxon) and seventy-five printed books, his coloured copy of the Nuremberg Chronicle



(Nuremberg, 1493) was placed with the manuscripts. So, too, was the copy of Ortelius (Antwerp,
1570), given by Thomas Thomas a few years later.16 Their special treatment may have been
partly due simply to their unusual size, not to any other distinctive value.Whatever the medium,
manuscript or print, there seems to have been an assumption amongst at least a few people that
some books would be set aside as requiring special care and security. Sir Thomas Bodley was
no librarian, but the draft statutes for the infant library that he proposed to Oxford included much
that shows knowledge of library management. Having used books on the open shelves, readers
were charged to reclasp them, and untangle the chains. Certain other books were without
chains, and were to be kept separately:suche as are within the grates, and vnder the Custodie of
the Keeper alone, that they may not be wasted with muche handling and tossing (being bookes
of special worth, for their antiquitie, or raritie, costlinesse, or beautie, or other note of prime
account) it shall be a part of the Keeper’s dutie, when any man is desirous to vse any of those
kindes, to deliuer them out by hand, and by tale, and with condition, that they shall be studied
there in sight, and after presently restoared, before the partie goe from thens.17The principles
were clear enough, and indeed have changed very little since, in the ways that books and
readers were to be especially supervised when it seemed appropriate. Bodley’s draft was
incorporated into the statutes of 1610, and thence into subsequent ones.18A more extended
example, dating from the early seventeeth century, when a whole group of identifiable printed
books was singled out for special treatment, is to be found in a catalogue of Leiden University
Library, created in 1607 by Paulus Merula (1558–1607: Fig.4). The first catalogue of the library,
Nomenclator by Petrus Bertius (1595), had recorded shelves containing a mixture of print and
manuscript. The manuscript   of Demosthenes given by Bonaventura Vulcanius (d.1614), for
example, was shelved next to an edition of Homer printed in 1545; and in the medical books a
manuscript of Aëtius of Amida was shelved between editions of Ambroise Paré (1594) and
Hippocrates (1588).19 Merula, lawyer, historian and literary forger, was appointed Librarian in
1597:20 in the words of the library’s historian, ‘The most important consideration must have
been that he lived next door to the Library.’21 He was conveniently placed as a security guard, to
ensure that books were not lost or stolen. Quite apart from being a good neighbour, he proved
an active and imaginative librarian, encouraging gifts and creating innovative catalogues. His
first catalogue – printed only two years after the work of Bertius – was concerned with donations:
it was designed as an encouragement to others also to give to the young library.22 Then he
embarked on a further and more specialised catalogus rariorum, just of the books and other
materials not on the open shelves. The word ‘rare’ had already been employed for Scaliger’s
books, that were to come by bequest in 1609. ‘Mirum quam raros habeat libros!’ wrote
Franciscus Raphelengius to Justus Lipsius in 1592. The manuscript list of Scaliger’s ‘impressa
rara’ compiled at about   that time or soon afterwards was almost wholly of books in oriental
languages.234 Paulus Merula.From Johannes van Meurs, Illustrium Hollandiae & Westfrisiae
ordinum alma Academia Leidensis (Leiden 1614)Merula’s list of 1607, written in a small quarto
notebook and organised into several categories, remained in manuscript. It was drawn from the



whole university library. It extended the scope of ‘rariora’ to include, besides Latin and Greek
manuscripts, also books containing adversaria, those considered to be important old editions,
books brought from distant lands (‘Boucken uyt verregheleghene landen ghebracht’), and maps,
atlases and globes.24 As an early list explicitly of rare printed books in an institutional library, it is
of great interest. It consists of a mixture of recent additions and of books selected from the
shelves as they had been recorded in 1595. The books thus now set aside and described after
the Latin manuscripts were divided, like the manuscripts, between Latin and Greek. First, it
described six Latin books with annotations, valued because they contained collations with
manuscripts. Second came ten unannotated printed books, beginning with Plautus (Treviso,
1482) and of which the earliest was a copy on parchment of Apuleius printed by Sweynheym
and Pannartz at Rome in 1469, given to the library by Everard van Bronckhorst, Professor of
Law. In all, six of the Latin books had been printed before 1500. Of the sixteenth-century books,
the latest were a quarto Priscian (1527) and an octavo Suetonius (1516), both from the Aldine
press and both bought from the library of Cornelis Rekenaer. Finally among the Latin books
were four further annotated books. Merula then turned to a rather longer account of the reserved
Greek books, beginning with three bearing annotations. In the list of unannotated books, the
Aldine press was predictably dominant, including Theodorus Gaza (1495), the Greek and Latin
Thesaurus (1496) and Aesop (1505) besides some later sixteenth-century works from the press.
Other pre-1500 books included the Etymologicum magnum graecum (1499). Of the ten Greek
books in octavo, six had been published after 1530. By far the latest book of all in this collection
was the Septuagint published in folio at Rome in 1587. Concluding the catalogue came a
register of maps, views, atlases and globes. These included atlases by Ortelius, Mercator,
Ptolemy (in Mercator’s version) and Waghenaer, besides Braun and Hogenberg’s Civitates orbis
terrarum and the 1598 edition of the Peutinger map.While it is perhaps easy to identify the
reasons for protecting some of these books, it is less easy to see further general principles.
Other books listed in the Nomenclator that would seem to fall within the same category include,
for example, three volumes of the collected Aldine Aristotle, and Suidas’ Lexicon graecum
(Milan, 1499, misdated 1498 by Bertius): all were omitted from Merula’s list of rariora. Although
he left plenty of empty space, no-one   else added to his list. When Scaliger’s books arrived,
they were set aside in a special cupboard, and the catalogue by Daniel Heinsius published in
1640 mostly preserved this separate status, along with those of Bonaventura Vulcanius and
Jacobus Golius. In this catalogue, the ‘rariores’, numbered 1–153 with some entries left
unnumbered, included books bearing adversaria; but they were notable for the absence of
fifteenth-century printed books.25Generally speaking, the seventeenth century witnessed a
separation of print and manuscript. It is to be seen not just on library shelves, but also in the
catalogues of the book trade. Increasingly, auctions divided manuscripts from printed books. The
medium took priority over content. The reasons for this were no doubt manifold, but two may be
singled out. First, the conscious distinction reflected an acceptance of the distinct purposes and
histories of the two media: they were not nessarily interchangeable. Second was a question of



convenience: printed copies, with title pages, usually dated and from named places, could be
easily described and compared from one occasion to another. Apparent uniformity in print made
for economy in commerce.It was a slow process. In the mid-seventeenth century, and
notwithstanding his title, Antonius Sanderus listed printed books in his Bibliotheca Belgica
manuscripta (Lille, 1641–3).26 In London, the mid-century collection of pamphlets assembled
by George Thomason intermingled manuscript with print. They remained so on the shelves of
the British Museum when George III gave the collection in 1762.27 In 1697, Edward Bernard
included several printed books among the lists submitted by his collaborators of manuscripts
held by private and public libraries.28 At Oxford, a copy of the Würzburg missal of 1481 was –
according to Humfrey Wanley – long regarded as a manuscript, ‘being a great folio, in
parchment, with very fine illuminations’.29 In the early nineteenth century, a copy of part of the
Gutenberg Bible was safely on the shelves of Lambeth Palace library, where it had sat for many
generations; but because it was catalogued and treated as a manuscript it was forgotten.30
These are straightforward examples, and the nineteenth century saw a further parting of the two
media as scholars, booksellers and librarians worked more systematically to separate what had
formerly been thought of, and used, as equals.The study of print and manuscript, like the
storage of each, went in different directions. Libraries established separate specialist
departments at sometimes surprisingly late dates that had nothing to do with the overall
numbers of staff employed. At Paris, the manuscripts and the printed books in the Bibliothèque
Royale were separate responsibilities from 1720. The development is partly attributable to the
emergence of palaeography   as a distinct study, and even profession, in the wake of Mabillon’s
De re diplomatica (1681) and Montfaucon’s Palaeographia graeca (1708).31 The British
Museum had separate members of staff in charge of manuscripts and of printed books from the
beginning in 1756.32 They did not always work in amity, and the long quarrel between Panizzi
and Frederic Madden in the mid-nineteenth century became celebrated even as it was proving a
hindrance to the running of the collections. In the Bodleian Library, the post of Keeper of
Manuscripts was finally created in 1927, when Edmund Craster was appointed to head the new
department.33Administratively less straightforwardly, the treatment of annotated books has long
been a field for disagreement and inconsistency. Following Van Praët’s example in the
Bibliothèque Nationale, in the nineteenth-century Bibliothèque Sainte-Geneviève they were
explicitly included in the réserve created by Ferdinand Denis and Henri Trianon along with books
of recognised rarity, important bindings or notable provenance.34 Countries and libraries have
varied in their practices. It is only fairly recently, for example, that the rules for the export of works
of art from Britain have included the explicit provision that ‘Where printed matter contains
inscriptions whose literary, scholarly or historical interest increases the commercial value of the
printed material, it shall be treated as a manuscript for the purposes of export licensing’.35
Meanwhile (where there are not confusions, the British Library being by no means alone in this
respect36), libraries tend to treat books with manuscript notes as printed books rather than
manuscripts.37 We shall return later to the development of interest in adversaria.The physical



divorce of printed and manuscript texts is an important part of our story, for it signals a new
range of values, and new ways of looking. In a sense, the revolution which we associate with
Gutenberg found one of its several effects only in the nineteenth-century rupture of what was
from the fifteenth to at least the eighteenth century a tradition of coexistence. The origins of the
divorce are almost as old as the inventions of Gutenberg himself. By this divorce of the two
media, the history of use and of reading, and often of the book trade, was weakened.From its
earliest years, printing was lauded as something distinct. This was the message delivered by
Aeneas Silvius Piccolomini in his letter to Juan de Carvajal in March 1455.38 Printing’s novelty
and its possibilities were cause for comment and celebration, whether in the verse colophon to
the edition of Justinian printed by Schoeffer in 1468,39 at Rougemont in 1481 (‘ars artium
sciencia scienciarum’),40 in the Cologne chronicle of 1499,41 at Mainz in 1540, or at Leiden,
Leipzig and Cologne in 1640. In   various ways, writers at Mainz, Paris, Nuremberg, Milan and
elsewhere alluded to printing as a divine art.42 While later writers hesitated to make such a
claim, the art of printing was constantly acknowledged for what it had made possible. André
Thevet placed Gutenberg among the figures included in his reworking of Plutarch, Pourtraits et
vies des hommes illustres, published at Paris in 1584; and when in 1657 the London stationer
William Lee issued an expanded version of North’s translation of Plutarch, he included several
lives taken from Thevet. Homer, Aristotle and Charlemagne were included in this supplement,
along with Gutenberg. ‘The art of printing may at present justly claim the best and highest
esteem; whereby all the other Arts and Sciences are so plainly and accurately rendred unto us.’
It was a further example of what had, by that time, become a part of the canon of European
history. Printing was to be lauded both for its own sake and for what it made possible. This dual
character became one of the bases of subsequent evaluations for books of all kinds.  
4Choosing Books in Baroque Europe   Ever since the classical world, authorship and reading
have been punctuated by attempts at bibliographical control. With printing came challenges on a
far greater scale, in numbers of editions of different works and in the numbers of contemporary
authors made available. In the words of Roger Chartier, ‘When print produced a proliferation of
titles and editions, it ruined all hopes for an exhaustive collection’.1 That is not to say that any
manuscript collection ever approached exhaustivity. One of the most frequent tropes to be found
amongst those who wrote about the selection of books for reading and for libraries in the
seventeenth and the eighteenth centuries was the comment that there were too many books. Or,
if there were not too many altogether, then there were too many to make choice easy. Yet anxiety
about the numbers of books and, linked to it, the consequently unattainable goal of universality,
was by no means new. The same conflict, between excess and comprehensiveness, had been
expressed to various degrees and by people of a range of different backgrounds since the
fifteenth century – and well before then, from classical times onwards. It was as true of
manuscripts – a world, moreover, which was never so well bibliographically controlled or
surveyed as was the world of the printed book. For both manuscript and for print, the reality was
that any archive must be selective. The most obvious challenge lay in how to establish a



rationale of selection.In 1805, writing in the wake of two and a half centuries of retrospective
bibliography, La Serna Santander worded the title carefully of his Dictionnaire bibliographique
choisi du quinzième siècle. There had, he said, been about 15,000 editions printed in Europe
during this period; but it would be difficult to find 1,500 worth the attention of the curious, and
justifying a special place in libraries.2 Like De Bure, author of the most respected bibliographical
guide,3 he based his three volumes on this premise of selectivity. While some of the best-
remembered bibliographers sought comprehensiveness, there was an alternative view.  The
Challenge of ExcessPrinting simply multiplied the scale of anxiety. The ubiquity of printed books
made the simultaneous challenges of control and universality vastly greater. They were
unavoidable, and in the seventeenth century private anxiety was becoming a public crisis.But
how to filter? For general purposes, this was perhaps the greatest question of all. For many
people, it was a moral question, harking back to the Old Testament.4 Juvenal had written of
‘scribendi cacoethes’, an insatiable urge to write.5 Seneca had railed against possessing
overburdened libraries, containing more than could be read:6 he was repeatedly alluded to as a
reminder that the challenge was much older than printing, and had existed in western Europe
since at least the first century AD. The complaints were about the numbers and quality of books
being written, as well as about the numbers already in existence.In 1585 Antoine du Verdier,
book collector, administrator and author of one of the first serious attempts to compile a
bibliography of works in the French language – both printed and those still in manuscript –
placed the blame for the superabundance of printed books generically on some bookseller-
publishers. While printing had enabled the circulation of much that was good, it had also wrought
great damage.7 On the one hand a handful of people were aware of kinds of printed matter that
did not ordinarily figure in libraries. On the other hand, and more vociferously, there were many
who were increasingly anxious about the flood of printed matter that came in ever-increasing
quantities from the presses of Europe: not just books, but also pamphlets, broadsides,
newsbooks, periodicals, newspapers. How could this flood be controlled? Like others, Robert
Burton (1577–1640) felt that he was suffering from a superfluity:What a Catalogue of new
bookes all this yeare, all this age (I say) haue our Franc-furt Marts, our Domesticke Marts
brought out. Twice a yeere … we stretch our wits out & set them to sale … So that, which Gesner
much desires, if a speedie reformation be not had, by some Princes Edicts and graue
Supervisors, to restraine this libertie, it will run on in infinitum.8This anxiety about quality, public
obligation in publishing, and the general superfluity of books, continued as a constant theme. It
contributed to a widely documented sense of unease, even of panic. If new books could feel like
‘une espèce de déluge et un débordement de livres’, in the words of one who was at the centre
of the book trade,9 how much more challenging did the world seem if one tried to recall
everything   else already in existence? It later found expression in Rousseau’s La nouvelle
Héloïse (1761), where Julie was told ‘peu lire et penser beaucoup à nos lectures’.10 In 1770,
Louis-Sébastien Mercier treated the challenge in his popular utopian novel L’an deux mille
quatre cent quarante, which included a vision of the French Royal Library after a deliberate fire



had reduced the contents from four long galleries to just a petit cabinet. Thus everything
considered worthless had been destroyed.11 Oversupply, and too many unnecessary
publications, were themes of Enlightenment Europe. For booksellers, for customers and for
owners of the rows of books that hungrily ate up shelves and walls, it was also a matter of the
most pressing practical concern.Censorship and press control, the oversight of the book trades
by religious and secular authorities, offered means of managing overproduction as well as the
suppression of what was politically or theologically unacceptable. The Catholic church sought
management by restriction, mindful of threats to orthodoxy. In the sixteenth century it developed
the Index librorum prohibitorum, in all its many variations, and thus created rarity as proscribed
books were destroyed. But such strategies were not necessarily designed to control the overall
numbers of books. They were directed at content, while attempts to control or reduce the
numbers of printers in many cities were often more concerned with the preservation of profits
and privileges.The realities of threats posed by excess could be approached in ways other than
by prohibition. Conrad Gesner’s Bibliotheca universalis (Zurich, 1545), fruit of many years’ work
and much travel, ran to over 1,200 pages, with a further Appendix of 400-odd pages in 1555.
These were followed in 1555 by a more manageable Epitome.12 This kind of universal
bibliography was followed within smaller national, chronological or local spheres by a host of
more specialist surveys. Another approach was what we might call the discursive method:
essays or longer (sometimes very much longer) writings on the selection of books, or attempts
at encyclopaedism based on various processes of selection.But there was a second challenge,
little recognised, little acknowledged, and therefore never properly addressed. All texts,
manuscript or print, existed as parts of hierarchies. Some were more important, in one sense or
another, than others; some were intended to last longer than others; different kinds of texts had
different purposes. This was not directly or inevitably related to their chances of survival. Survival
itself was not necessarily expected or desired. Hence, for some kinds of texts, any thoughts of
exhaustivity were based on misconceptions of what existed.   In practice, efforts concentrated
on only a very small proportion of what had been printed.Comprehensive AimsWhile some
people focussed their anxieties on a superfluity of print, others more practically sought ways to
reduce it to various kinds of bibliographical order. The seventeenth century witnessed an
increasing concern not only with the organisation of libraries,13 but also with the organisation
even of the authors and titles of books. The major catalogues of the Bodleian Library by Thomas
Hyde (1674), of the Barberini library (1681) and of Leiden University Library (1716),14 became
essentials in the organisation and dispersal of knowledge. Interleaved and annotated, copies of
Hyde’s catalogue became the records of libraries far beyond Oxford.15 The Oxford catalogue
was arranged by author. Leiden’s – which also included manuscripts – was a subject catalogue
with an author index. These catalogues apart, and more ambitiously again, there was a series of
attempts at various kinds of universal bibliography, as the seventeenth century witnessed a
flowering of all kinds of bibliographies, some by subject, some by country, some more general.
Their purpose was comprehensiveness. Nicolás Antonio’s Bibliotheca Hispana (1672–96) was



an enormous project. It was published at Rome in four folio volumes, and it sought to list not just
Spanish books, but also Spanish writers, wherever they were, whether in Europe or in the
colonies of south and central America. There were about 6,500 authors for post 1500 alone. In
the same spirit of comprehensiveness, Martin Lipen (1630–1692) composed his immense
Bibliotheca realis universalis omnium materiarum in six volumes (Frankfurt, 1679–85). This has
been estimated to contain over 250,000 titles, and perhaps inevitably it has been found to be not
entirely accurate even in its later editions.But while such lists sought to be comprehensive, they
reflected the much larger problem of the sheer numbers of books that had been published, and
that continued to be published in ever-growing mountains. How was knowledge to be
encapsulated within a concise – or at least manageable – rational structure?Few in the
seventeenth century worked so hard to offer a means of bringing some kinds of printed books
under control as the French savant Adrien Baillet. Born near Beauvais in 1649, Baillet was
ordained in 1676, and in 1680 became librarian to François-Chrétien de Lamoignon, avocat
général to the Parlement de Paris. He remained in the post for twenty-six  years, and he died in
1706. His employment here was a refuge, for as a Jansenist he was suspect for many people. In
the course of compiling a complex catalogue of Lamoignon’s wide-ranging library, he laid the
foundations for the extensive knowledge that he marshalled across an unusually wide range of
disciplines in the nine volumes of his summary of Jugemens des savans sur les principaux
ouvrages des auteurs, published in 1685–6. In order to compile the ambitiously detailed
catalogue that he intended, he had to read – or at least sample – the books in his hands. Unlike
many people who have been set to catalogue books but who have been distracted by reading
them instead, Baillet was both productive and industrious. He found time to do both, in a very
short time. Such was his eagerness that it was said that in his later life he slept for only five hours
each night. Suffering from various painful illnesses, including poor circulation (which affected
him especially in winter), and a painful skin infection, in his middle age he devoted some of his
considerable energies to a still useful life of Descartes (1692) and to a series of other scholarly
studies including, notoriously (it was quickly placed on the Index), an examination of the cult of
the Virgin Mary (1694).The Jugemens was a compilation. Baillet made no serious claims to
originality other than in the ordering of the materials that he had extracted from Lamoignon’s
near-encyclopaedic library. But he claimed impartiality: his task was to assemble the opinions
and judgements of others. ‘Je fais profession de ne rien dire de moi-même.’16 In fact, he broke
his self-imposed rule. To him, Molière was an enemy of the church, ‘un des plus dangereux
ennemis que le Siécle ou le Monde ait suscité à l’Eglise de Jesus-Christ’.17 Jesuits and
Calvinists both provoked him, and he regarded the heretics who had abandoned the true church
in favour of Protestantism with a mixture of sadness, incomprehension and disdain.18 In the
words of his biographer in the Dictionnaire de biographie française, Baillet ‘avait la patience et
l’opiniâtreté d’un paysan, l’esprit encyclopédique d’un primaire et l’intransigeance d’un clerc
janséniste’. More importantly, he was inspired by, and began with, a familiar theme. His work was
offered as a means of answering a problem: ‘la masse des mauvais Livres des Modernes que le



nouvel Art de l’Imprimerie a multiplié presque jusqu’à l’infini.’19 God had given us only a short
time on earth, and without guidance people would not know what was worth reading until they
were near their end. One of Baillet’s duties was as tutor to Lamoignon’s son, and this more
general need to offer advice earlier in life helped form his project.Because he was restricted to
Lamoignon’s library, there were some gaps of detail in his assessment which he openly
acknowledged. Other gaps were   less easily explained. He divided his survey of printers
between the fifteenth and seventeenth centuries according to country, also noting whence they
came. His order of proceeding entirely omitted the Iberian peninsula. For England, there was no
representative of the fifteenth or sixteenth century: instead, he alluded to seventeenth-century
figures: Henry Savile and John Selden and the Oxford press. More curiously, he wrote of William
Turner, University Printer at Oxford, who between the mid-1620s and 1640 had, according to
Baillet, acquired a fine reputation for the quality of his type. Turner’s Oxford contemporaries, like
more recent historians, found less in him to admire, but the fact that he had managed to acquire
Savile’s Greek type presumably gave him a certain cachet in Baillet’s eyes.20 In conclusion to
this section came two ‘principales imprimeries du monde’, the Vatican Press, notable for its
extraordinary linguistic range, and the French Imprimerie Royale. Readers were reminded that
Richelieu’s foundation of 1640 owed part of its inspiration to the Estiennes, the Morel family and
others in the previous century.Within this list, Baillet commented on the renown (or, sometimes,
otherwise) of their editions, on correctors of especial note who had been employed by them, and
on the types that they used. He did not concern himself with illustrations. In this mixture of
scholarly and visual assessment he was beginning to establish means of describing the crucial
interpretative link between content and presentation.Most importantly, Baillet was moving
between past and present: between printers long dead, who had either enjoyed during their
lifetime various measures of approbation and fame, or who had come to do so since their
deaths. Just as booksellers and auctioneers in their catalogues made no distinctions between
books 200 years old and those published within the past few years, so Baillet treated printers as
part of a continuum. This chronological disinterest created a bibliographical world where the
physical values set on books could apply as well to the past as to the present, and it made
possible the use of vocabularies not only equally applicable to past and present, but that also
gradually developed a means of describing and evaluating the past. As we shall see in more
detail later, the present created the bibliographical past in more than a chronological
relationship.As a compiler of others’ opinions, Baillet is of especial interest in understanding the
emerging priorities that were to affect taste for future generations. In particular, and besides the
considerable range of his reading in different subjects, he gathered a conspectus of printers who
could be regarded as exemplifying the best of the past, sometimes thanks to the accuracy of
their editions, sometimes because of the appearance of their   books, sometimes (ideally)
thanks to both. Assessments of contemporary printers affected assessments of ones long
dead.By the time that Bernard de la Monnoye enlarged and corrected Baillet’s work in 1722,
there had been a sea change in the bibliographical and historical resources available. It



remained a standard, and the revised edition was republished at Amsterdam in 1725. Meanwhile
the first part of Maittaire’s Annales typographici (1719: Fig.5) was gaining places on reference
shelves across Europe, to be added to and alluded to by anyone interested in the history of
printing before the mid-sixteenth century. Maittaire had the further advantage of being based
largely not on French or German libraries, but on private libraries in England, especially the
exceptional library of the Earls of Pembroke. In France, Jean de la Caille’s Histoire de
l’imprimerie had appeared at Paris in 1689, and André Chevillier’s work on the history of printing
in Paris had appeared in 1694. De la Monnoye added references to these and other works as
appropriate, thus supplementing Baillet’s work, without interfering with either his choices or his
opinions.5 Michael Maittaire, Annales typographici ab artis inventae origine ad annum M.D. (The
Hague, 1719)Guiding ChoiceThe emergence of a new kind of periodical, the reviewing journal,
proved to be a much-needed recipe for selection. In continental Europe (and many of these
books in French crossed the Channel into British libraries) there were various Bibliothèques,
summarising, selecting and offering opinions on all manner of recent books. Booksellers and
their editors, most of them in the Dutch Republic, strove to pick a way through the mass of new
publications. Among a large field, each with different preoccupations, were Nouvelles de la
République des Lettres (1684–1718), the Bibliothèque Universelle et Historique (1686–93),
Memoirs of Literature (1710–14), the Bibliothèque Angloise (1717–28) and the Bibliothèque
Raisonnée (1728–53).21It was a short step from the reviewing journal to more compact forms of
readers’ guides. Some aped the titles of the journals. A few, such as Nicolas Barat’s Nouvelle
bibliothèque choisie, où l’on fait connoître les bons livres en divers genres de littérature
(Amsterdam, 1714) reached back to the early sixteenth century. This was a work published
posthumously not in Paris, where Barat had lived, but in Amsterdam by David Mortier, whose
business as a bookseller was based partly in Amsterdam and partly in London22: no harm was
to be done in publishing work by a respected author that lauded books that were in a
bookseller’s stock, and where an international trade could be expected.  Not surprisingly, there
were tensions in the trade as booksellers strove for advantage and disparaged others’ work in
order to improve their own position. The avertissement to Barat’s work, partly an introductory
encomium, was also made the occasion to attack other, longer – and incidentally well-
established – works. Tous ces Dictionnaires historiques, ces Bibliotheques universelles, ces
Journaux des Sçavans, ont si fort corrompu les esprits, que les bons livres ne sont plus que des
ornemens de bibliothèque que l’on n’ouvre pas. Le gros Dictionnaire de Moreri, qui de l’aveu de
tous les Sçavans est un très-mechant livre, fait aujourd’hui les délices d’une infinité de demi
Sçavans, aussi bien que d’un très-grand nombre d’ignorans. On l’augmente tous les jours sous
prétexte de le perfectionner, & loin de le perfectionner, on y ajoute de nouvelles fautes. Ceux
qu’on employe à cette   reformation sont ordinairement des maçons, qui travaillant à la toise, ne
songent qu’à grossir ce Dictionnaire pour en tirer plus d’argent.23The conjunction of comments
on reviewing journals and on Moréri, one of the best-known encyclopaedias, was a telling one.
Both had developed in the late seventeenth century, as attempts to navigate the flood of



publications. Each offered a digest. Louis Moréri’s Grand dictionnaire historique, originally
published at Lyon in 1674, was repeatedly revised and supplemented, and also translated into
English. A seventh edition was published at Paris in 1694, and a ninth in four volumes at
Amsterdam in 1702. Further editions were still appearing thirty years later. The several prefatory
essays to the Amsterdam edition revealed something of the mixed reception the work had
enjoyed, notwithstanding the many apologies for what was inevitably (for such a vast
undertaking, originally the work of one man who had made it his life’s work) a project very much
in progress, subject to revision and expansion. Most prominent among the critics was the
Calvinist Pierre Bayle, who was inspired partly by the Catholic Moréri’s errors to compile his own
Dictionnaire historique et critique, first published at Amsterdam in 1697 and translated into
English in 1709.24 Both dictionaries flourished, growing ever larger as edition followed edition,
offering if not a concise then at least a manageable route to some kinds of knowledge. Neither
work pretended to be encyclopaedic in its subject coverage.Rivalry among the compilers and
scholars was inevitable, but for the book trade there was ultimately more profit in collaboration.
By 1717 David Mortier, publisher only three years earlier of these critical remarks on Moréri, was
being recorded as a bookseller who had always offered copies of Moréri ‘à un prix très-
raisonnable’, and that he was still ready to provide anyone with a copy at a good price.25Though
they often contained valuable bibliographical information, these encyclopaedias and others like
them were not intended primarily as buying guides. Besides them, and less bulky, were
numerous smaller manuals, some of them ambitious in their own right, produced across Europe,
as the book trade sought to help customers in their purchases, and special-interest professions
sought to ensure that their work was not drowned in a sea of irrelevant, dubiously based,
unauthorised and unauthoritative paper. While the idea of selection, with its roots in classical
antiquity, was at first applied to new books, the concept became equally applicable to old ones.
Some of the guides were for beginners. Others were for those seeking, whether as professional
librarians or as amateurs, to build either specialist or general libraries. The whole genre was
intimately linked to growing professionalism, interest in training, and the aspirations expressed in
the creation of   libraries as either claims to, or expressions of, social, financial or educated
status.It was the same with the bookseller John Hartley’s ambitiously titled Catalogus universalis
librorum in omni facultate, linguaque insignium, & rarissimorum, published in two fat octavo
volumes in 1699. Hartley (c.1670–1718) based his work on an assortment of catalogues
including those of the Bodleian Library, Leiden and Utrecht, and others in France and Italy.
Despite its title, and notwithstanding the assumptions of some users of this work since, Hartley
was not attempting a universal catalogue. It was a selection. Though it naturally contained
details of rare books among the thousands of others, there was no suggestion of distinguishing
them. Hartley’s two volumes found use in libaries in Britain, but the work seems to have been
little used overseas.The assortment of manuals, guides and vade-mecums offered to the
eighteenth-century book-buying public came in an extraordinary variety. Some were little more
than advertisements for booksellers. Some offered correctives. Others were price guides. Some



of those that offered notes on older books were guides to rarity as well as suggestions and
recommendations for the best editions. A few examples from the English trade illustrate the
point. John Clarke, formerly Master at Hull grammar school and editor of several Latin school
texts, compiled a brief Essay on study. Published in 1731, it ran to just 38 small pages. It
reappeared in a second much enlarged edition in 1737, puffed out with appreciative letters from
readers.In the List of Old Authors I confess, I have not gratified the Readers Curiosity with the
Editions of many of them, by any of the Famous Printers of the Fifteenth and Sixteenth
Centuries, so much prized and sought after by some; but I can assure him, I have presented him
with much better. The High Value set upon those Old Edtions is in a great measure whimsical.
Some of the Greek Authors by Stephens are incorrect enough to my Knowledge. And Plantin
chose to print much in the Italick Character, wherein he shewed a very bad Taste, for that is not
comparable to the Roman for Beauty; and is only proper to be made use of where there is an
Occasion for Variation of the Character.26At almost exactly the same time, John Boswell, Vicar
of Taunton in Somerset, published a much more substantial Method of study in two volumes
(1738–43), a book that at least one contemporary student at Trinity College, Cambridge, thought
worth use.27 In 1756 a small handbook appeared in London, Directions for a proper choice of
authors to form a library, which may both improve and entertain the mind, and be of real use in
the conduct   of life. It was printed for John Whiston, a bookseller in Fleet Street, and it was
specifically restricted to books in the English language. As the preface remarked, ‘Something of
this Sort seems to have been long wanted, and the prodigious Encrease of Books, within these
last fifty Years, makes it more necessary to distinguish those Writers, who have with Success, by
their Merit, obtained a valuable Character, from those, who have merely by Necessity, or from
lucrative Views only, commenced Authors, and taxed the Publick at too dear a Rate, for their
trifling and ignorant Performances’. The book – not much more than a pamphlet, for it contained
only 44 pages, was signed ‘N.N.’28 We have no idea who was the anonymous author. The
publication was little more than a puff for Whiston, who advertised more of his stock at the
end.One of the most-read guides to the selection of currently available books in mid-eighteenth
century France and Germany was the handy Conseils pour former une bibliothèque peu
nombreuse mais choisie, by Jean Henri Samuel Formey. The work of a French protestant
refugee, now secretary of the Berlin Academy, it began with a reminder of Seneca’s ‘si notable
invective contre les trop curieuses et trop nombreuses Bibliothèques de son temps’.29 Formey’s
little book became a best-seller in this genre. First published at Berlin in 1746, it appeared
repeatedly in various revised versions until 1776, and in 1756 was adapted in an edition with the
same title for the Paris book trade, advertising Parisian rather than other editions.30 While it was
viewed by most as a buying guide, in fact it was based on a new social development. Instead of
treating each owner as an independent and self-contained creator of a private library, Formey
pointed out a modern phenomenon: that libraries (and therefore readers), especially in towns,
did not exist in isolation, and that collaboration brought much greater riches.31 In other words,
the identification and management of rare books was a collaborative enterprise. The printed



library catalogue was one manifestation of this: a means of discovery, a means of measuring
survival, but also a means for use.   5External Appearances (1)   Thus far we have mostly
considered books according to conventional bibliographical descriptors such as author, title or
date. It is now necessary to turn to physical characteristics. Consciously or unconsciously, it is
impossible for any reader or writer to be unaware of the materials to hand or before the eye. That
applies whatever the environment, outside or indoors, on paper or on computer display
screens.In books and other printed matter, as with most things that are created by the human
hand or by machine, the vocabulary used by their creators to describe what is being made can
be quite different from the vocabulary used by the people who eventually use the finished
articles. While both involve a measure of critical awareness, the former requires a level of
technical and material precision unnecessary for the latter. Furthermore, the latter can become
adjusted and corrupted over time, whether through forgetfulness, everyday practicalities or
lexical or semantic change. If books – their meaning, their appearance, their value, their use –
are to be described by words, then the terminology that each generation chooses is our best
guide to tracing and evaluating their history. Attention to the words used provides a means of
tracing processes of discovery. By proceeding in this way, we do not start with the
preoccupations and values of the twenty-first century.How were values set on older printed
books? How were values and books described? What are the roots of the earlier assumptions
that were overturned in the late eighteenth century, and that, in a new environment, were to be
inherited by post-Napoleonic Europe? Not unnaturally, interest has often focussed on the history
of the study and evaluation of incunabula, books holding the principal interest for high-status
collectors. For some major institutional libraries, as much as for a coterie of wealthy private
collectors, these were the books that commanded money and attention.1 Booksellers began to
issue specialist catalogues devoted solely to the fifteenth century.2 Joseph van Praët in the
French national library and the curators of the Bodleian Library in Oxford3 were both driven to
spend their country’s or their institution’s money and energy at the expense of other kinds of
books: not just on a genre, fifteenth-century printed books, but more specifically on some kinds
of such books.  The study of incunabula is, however, only one part – albeit an important part –
of the history of the study of older books more generally. It is the purpose of the following pages
to look also at the study of older printed books from a wider perspective.What, other than
content, author or subject matter, was of value or interest to readers? How much did size,
weight, typography, illustration, format and material qualities – whether of paper or binding – play
a part in the choice and relative values of books? How far did age matter, and for what kinds of
books? When were books that were known – or suspected – to be rare treated differently? If
there is in books an umbilical relationship between form and function, between physical
characteristics and meaning, how far was this expressed in their advertising or other publicity by
those whose business it was to sell books? Although some of the most obvious initiatives
occurred in the mid-seventeenth century, we can find earlier hints at emergent preoccupations
among booksellers – and by implication their customers.Few printed trade catalogues in the



sixteenth century remarked on the presence of old books. One exception was the Hamburg
bookseller Paul Kretser, or Kretzer, whose catalogue of 1590 included a Bible described as
‘Biblia in folio Regal, Alt. Der Erste druck, Anno 1476. Hieronymi Versio’ – almost certainly the
edition printed by Jenson at Venice in that year.4 Kretser seems to have been a rarity among
sixteenth-century booksellers in trying to sell old books by singling them out in this way with a
few extra words of description.5The values by which rarity was to be addressed have always
depended on more than census. Numerical rarity was only part of a discussion where other
factors were in play. In the following chapters we shall see how different criteria were
increasingly adopted as means of distinguishing the rare from the ordinary, and how physical
features could be of sometimes overriding importance in discussion of what was to be singled
out as worthy of especial attention. Much of this depended on the properties of individual copies.
Physical integrity, the completeness or otherwise of copies, seems to have figured oddly
infrequently in the earliest considerations. It was, for example, some years before booksellers
made concerted attempts to describe more than the most prominent faults in books, meanwhile
ignoring matters such as missing or damaged leaves. Other features were of much greater
import, such as colouring, or copies on large or special paper (this could involve assumptions
rather than evidence, where optimism was a powerful temptation), or tastes in typefaces that
followed fashion. Appearance reigned if not supreme, then sometimes of comparable
importance with scarcity.  Books and Material HistoryIt is worth pausing over architectural
parallels. We no longer believe for example, like Inigo Jones in the seventeenth century, that
Stonehenge was a temple erected by the Romans.6 The medieval historian Xavier Barral i Altet
has drawn attention to the changes in the ways that romanesque architecture has been studied,
reviewed by generations of scholars working from different geographical perspectives, seen
anew by tourists of different backgrounds, and physically altered by successions of architects.7
Romantic or practical, they reinterpreted what they saw and what they had inherited. The very
term ‘romanesque’ begged many questions. In France, the equivalent roman seems first to have
been used by Charles de Gerville in 1818, stressing the links with a particular view of the
classical past.8 In England, national self-interest helped to ensure the retention of the much
more limited word ‘Norman’, a word popularised by Thomas Rickman in his Attempt to
discriminate the styles of English architecture, first published in 1817 and in its seventh edition in
1881. The first use of ‘romanesque’ quoted by the Oxford English dictionary is from 1819.9 In
1771 James Bentham wrote in the introduction to his history of Ely Cathedral about ‘gothic’ – not
a word we usually associate today with that building’s magnificent twelfth-century nave – and
then, more precisely, of ‘Norman’.I cannot help thinking, that the History of what is called Gothic
architecture in this Kingdom; its origin, progress, and state in different periods and ages, must
afford an agreeable and useful entertainment to every curious and inquisitive mind.10More
mundanely, we see the same selection and interpretation, verbal and aesthetic processes at
play in the work of public bodies that enjoy a high degree of respect and trust, and on which
much of the general population must depend for its understanding of our history: bodies such as



the National Trust and English Heritage. Like books, ancient monuments and ancient buildings
are recreated by each generation.Whatever the period, our own experience of ancient buildings
is determined by a mixture of language, antiquarianism, archaeology, picturesque romanticism,
repair and reconstruction, fused with our own personal imagination, skills and knowledge. All
help to determine what is to be kept, and how; what is to be made generally available and what
is to be reserved from access or use. The same is true of books. We face exactly the same
challenges in unravelling each of these threads that contribute to each   generation’s
understanding of what it sees, and our changing evaluations of what we should pass on as
memory to the future.Kristian Jensen has investigated the changing attitudes and values
attached to fifteenth-century printed books. While he was especially concerned with the late
eighteenth century and revolutionary Europe, in practice he also explored ideas that emerged
much earlier in the century, as what he termed ‘an object-based discipline’ was developed at the
hands of Michael Maittaire and others, and whose forebears can be easily traced to earlier
generations again.11 I wish to extend this in two ways. First, in exploring other aspects of a
gradual emergence of co-ordinated interest in old printed books, manifest not only in literature
that had claims to learning but also in some more mundane assumptions; and second
bibliographically, in further exploring the world of early printed books more generally, and how
our modern, broadly bibliographical, values were engendered. While fifteenth-century printed
books have long held centre stage, I shall be as much concerned with those of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, and the relationship of old books to new ones.Textual, pictorial,
diagrammatic and spatial content all represent parts of the meaning of books, and are reminders
of the constantly changing tensions between form and content, generation by generation. If, on
account of their changing meanings, they have a claim to distinctive treatment, so also do some
other objects, likewise involving histories of material and interpretative change. This is a global
phenomenon familiar to anthropologists. In our more immediate context, such histories involve
changes in taste whether in antique sculpture, paintings, ceramics, prints or the presentation
and selection of natural curiosities. They can involve physical changes, and deliberate
alterations, to objects.12 Paintings are, for example, periodically cleaned, repaired, revarnished
or even cut down or extended, altered in their shape.13 Disparate fragments may be joined
together, sometimes mistakenly or irrelevantly, sometimes deliberately.Like all works of art and
objects collected for their curiosity, books mutate in the values that are set on them in each
generation. This is by no means only a financial, commercial or economic process. All is part of
a constant modulation and occasional more dramatic metamorphosis. Changes in status, in
perceptions of relationships and contexts contribute further to a phenomenon that is sometimes
summarily described as ‘changes in taste’. Most strikingly, objects themselves are changed
physically, sometimes simply for the sake of presentation, sometimes for the sake of
conservation. Books are repaired, cleaned and rebound. Imperfect copies are completed from
other copies, and sometimes even from other editions. Setting aside   the skills and priorities of
conservators, many processes are irreversible in that, once altered, the previous state of an



object is compromised. It is often irrecoverable.The identifiable period of change in the world of
book collecting and taste in the more obvious externals of books during the second half of the
seventeenth century has its parallels in growing attention to collecting more generally, not only in
books and manuscripts but also in paintings, prints, sculpture, natural history, coins and other
antiquities. If the history of some of the chief strands of modern collecting can be traced from the
wealthy families of late renaissance Europe, by the late seventeenth century the meaning of
curieux extended from collecting to inquisitiveness to the occult sciences.14 It could also signify
rarity. Though writers on the general history of collecting have paid less attention to books
compared with other objects, many of the issues were shared. Books were frequently a
necessary accompaniment to other kinds of collection, since they contained the knowledge
necessary to pursue interests; but books themselves could be rare, difficult to find, valuable, and
topics for conversation, letters or other forms of communication. Presentation and organisation
were as important for books as for other pieces. In the eighteenth century, d’Alembert lumped a
taste for books with tastes for paintings, curiosities and houses. The same kind of assortment
was to be seen in the larger Paris shops, where new and old books could be equally
interesting.15 So, for example, for many people bookbinding was more than housekeeping; in
some circles it was a part of collecting and decoration, whether for display or for expressing
value. This confluence of interests, where different disciplines of collecting and decoration
shared many features in common regardless of the objects concerned, was reflected in parallel
developments in the means of prosecuting collecting, in the ways that values were set on
objects, in relations between private and public concerns, and in the ways that demands or
needs could be accommodated when originals were scarce. Some kinds of books were part of
the market in luxury goods, dressed up in expensive bindings.16 In the following pages we shall
see several examples of this parallelism.Old books are only one aspect, and a minor one, of the
history of the collecting of artefacts. Expenditure on printed books assembled for the sake of
their age or their beauty has for centuries accompanied expenditure on paintings, classical
antiquities, porcelain, prints, coins and the more mundane worlds of everyday ornaments. They
too are aspects of that curiosity – an international phenomenon – which became identified in the
second half of the seventeenth century and which has sometimes been associated with what
has been called ‘bourgeois striving and the use of resources to raise one’s social   stature’.17
While this was often true, it was by no means universally so. In 1757 Edmund Burke had quite
other meanings in mind when he linked it, ‘the first and simplest emotion which we discover in
the human mind’, to novelty:Curiosity is the most superficial of all the affections; it changes its
object perpetually; it has an appetite which is very sharp, but very easily satisfied; and it has
always an apperance of giddiness, restlessness and anxiety.18Others were more
accommodating. Curiosity was also a striving for knowledge irrespective of financial or ordinary
social reward.19 Two studies of book collecting offer themselves as partial exceptions to a
tendency to bibliographical isolationism. First, in 2001 Yann Sordet challenged what he
perceived as the marginalisation of collecting in the broader panorama of the history of the



book.20 Second, Kristian Jensen presented the world of antiquarian books in the late eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries as part of a radical and much wider reassessment of the past.21
Both themes may be developed. By extension they address many current understandings of
attitudes to old books, and the need for reappraisal in a world no longer universally or naturally
attuned to an inheritance of print.The history of book collecting and the appreciation of books –
at whatever level of knowledge – is the history of objects whose physical properties are an
integral part of how they are valued at particular times, and the reasons why they are sought out.
Authors and titles, ownership and price, are inseparable from this. Their textual and social
history can only be understood by reference to a firm bibliographical and material base. Books
are artefacts created and manufactured as a result of multiple series of decisions and actions
which we can see recorded in the objects which we now hold and examine. They contain their
own history. By setting documentation concerning them, drawn from successive generations,
side by side with our own observations, we can explore the changing meanings and status
attributed to their texts, the words and images that they contain: in a word, their use.To
understand these words and images requires also some understanding of the means whereby
they are delivered to us. The remainder of this chapter is concerned with a few aspects of the
material, substantial elements of books.Production ValuesThe history of printing has engaged
historians since the fifteenth century. It was a matter of some local pride, as traditions developed
and vied with each   other. The anonymous Cologne chronicler of 1499 was mundane, factual
and detailed. In the wake of what was already threatening to become a confusion of historical
claims, his record was also place- and person-specific. Clearly and categorically, he explained
that printing had been invented at Mainz, and was then introduced successively in Cologne,
Strasbourg and Venice. He also explained – not so clearly – that although the art as it was
commonly used today was discovered at Mainz, nonetheless the first appearance had been in
editions of the grammarian Donatus in Holland.Item wiewail die kunst is vonden tzo Mentz, als
vursz vp die wijse, als dan nu gemeynlich gebruicht wirt, so is doch die eyrste vurbyldung
vonden in Hollant vyss den Donaten, die dae selffst vur der tzijt gedruckt syn.22One explanation
of this apparent contradiction is that he was thinking of editions of Donatus’s Ars minor printed
from woodblocks, of which about nine editions survive.23 At various times subsequently, claims
for priority continued to be advanced: for Strasbourg, Mainz, Haarlem and northern Italy. There
was a persistent tradition, traceable to his own family, that printing had been invented by Johann
Fust, and not by Gutenberg. It was one that gave rise to a great deal of nonsense, in which Fust
became associated with the Faust legends. In brief, and omitting many twists in the intervening
story, by the late nineteenth century there remained only a few diehards who persisted in their
claims for Haarlem and the fictitious Laurens Coster. Some of the allegations continued even
into the twentieth century and, in the extensive article on the history of typography contributed
by J.H.Hessels, even into the generally respected eleventh edition of the Encyclopaedia
Britannica in 1911.24We shall return to some of these arguments later. In their primary form,
they reveal that from these early times printing has been judged and valued in historical terms as



well as in terms of its authorial and textual content. It has always been a field of enquiry in itself.
Moreover, and quite apart from local or personal loyalties, its appearance has been cause for
note. The Cologne chronicler wrote of the first printed book being a Bible, printed ‘mit eynre
grouer schrifft’, in a large letter, like that used in printing missals at the end of the century, ‘dae
men nu Misseboicher mit druckt’. In order to describe something in the past, it was – as so often
– easiest to do so by finding a modern equivalent. But also, and perhaps more arresting in this
context, by making this typographical comparison an appeal was being made to the common
grounds of reading experiences for different generations. Barely two generations separated
Gutenberg’s work from the Cologne Chronicle. In that time, many assumptions about books
and   communications in daily life had been transformed. By 1499, printed books and other
matter were commonplace. But it was still worth referring back to a time when they had been
known to very few people. In this, there is a common element that runs through the whole history
of written and printed communication: that this activity depends on accepting past practice as a
foundation for the present.It has been often enough stated that the meaning of a document –
manuscript or printed – is linked to its material form. ‘Bibliographers should be concerned to
show that forms effect meaning.’25 Tactile, spatial, visual and even olfactory26 and audible
characteristics all contribute to this process. The quality of paper, and something of its history,
can be detected in its sound as it is turned, stroked or rattled. Books have been on occasion
scented, and the materials of which they are made, including glue, ink and leather, possess their
own distinctive smells, while the environments in which they have been kept can be betrayed by
their odours, whether (for example) of tobacco-laden air or of damp. As a librarian in the
American Midwest remarked in 1961, ‘to smell the mildly nauseating Soviet book cloth, or to
inhale the centuries of rancid butter that permeate Tibetan block books is to have a bit of another
age or culture rubbed off on you’.27 The smell of chlorine in old books may indicate
overenthusiastic cleaning, and inadequate subsequent washing. But the more common
characteristics that are identified are the materials of which books are made – mostly paper,
parchment, leather and cloth – and the appearance of type on the pages. It is on these more
readily measurable and describable properties that booksellers, publishers, historians and
readers remark most frequently. Given a vocabulary developed between the sixteenth and
nineteenth centuries, these elements provide the quickest guide to the production values of
books as understood by readers, and the ways in which books have been regarded by authors
and customers.Thus, paper size and quality may be summed up (very approximately indeed) as
large or ordinary size, fine or ordinary quality, laid or wove, hand-made or machine-made. The
practices and language of later bibliophily provide a much more diverse range of paper qualities
and descriptions.28 Bindings may be described by their materials, from paper and the cheapest
parchment through various qualities of calf, pig, sheep and other animals to goatskin – most
often referred to as morocco. They may be plain, or decorated in blind or gilt, or may be further
decorated again with paint, onlays or inlays. Their boards may be of various kinds of wood, of
pasteboard, laminated sheets or of card, or they may be of parchment or paper, stiff or limp.



Cloth bindings command a further range of terms, beginning   with colours. Type is most
commonly distinguished between black-letter, roman and italic, though no printer would
consider this an adequate instruction to a compositor.In all this, there are many more features
and refinements that might be added to a list limited only by invention and ingenuity and which,
for people searching for precision, is best pursued using the terminology of the various
processes of manufacture.29 Nevertheless, the principles summarised in the last paragraph
suggest a basic vocabulary with which we can begin to explore the ways in which the physical
descriptions of books can reveal not only preoccupations with some parts of the past more than
others, but also how scales of values are constructed, where there are frequent differences
between those of a book’s manufacture and those of its subsequent career some generations
later.Apart from decorative bindings, collectors and others in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries focussed above all on two physical features of books: on type, and on paper. For the
first, an antiquarian interest in black-letter dates in England from the late seventeenth century,
and by the early nineteenth century it had acquired a cachet that also signified scarcity. For the
second, there was little interest in the quality of paper, but very considerable interest in whether
books could be described as being on ‘large paper’. But neither type nor paper was
straightforward.Black-letter TypeType is at once the most obvious and the most challenging
aspect of the appearance of books. While the varied course of adoption of black-letter, roman
and italic typefaces between the fifteenth and twentieth centuries is easily presented in its broad
outlines, the details of typefaces can be much less obvious. Differences among fifteenth-century
printers were not properly analysed until the mid-nineteenth century, in the work of Holtrop,
Bradshaw and their successors.30More obviously, of all descriptors of old books, the term
‘black-letter’ became the most widely recognised for its antiquarian or official associations. In
Britain it was used for liturgical and legal printing for many years after it had dropped out of use
for popular cheap printing of ballads, chapbooks and other street literature. It was useful also as
a means of typographical highlighting, and it has remained so down to the present. But, for
everyday use for the main text in British books, by the last decades of the seventeenth century it
was clearly out of fashion, referred to as ‘old’ by   Gerard Langbaine when in his Account of the
English dramatic poets (1691) he wished, for example, to describe the typeface used in earlier
books such as A looking-glasse for London and England (1598). For Germanic languages it
survived until the mid-twentieth century. In practice, it encompasses a range of very different
traditions of design: in England alone, the typefaces used by Caxton bear little relationship to the
dominant black-letter forms of the seventeenth century, whose antecedents in turn are to be
found more in the type designs of the sixteenth-century Low Countries.31 The textura of
Gutenberg’s 42-line Bible was followed by a host of developments and relationships in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries across western Europe, to further adjustments in twentieth-
century Germany and revivals by Anglo-American type-founders, to say nothing of modern
digitised free-for-all. Its unusually wide and loose meaning was made more precise during the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, partly as a result of market dominance by a comparatively



small group of booksellers and book collectors. In this environment it came to denote a particular
kind of age, and a particular kind of appeal, and its value lay in knowing – at least approximately
– the histories of other main families of typefaces.32Because it was distinctive, black-letter
defined a typographic environment in a way that the more ordinary and everyday did not. The
first roman types were employed in Strasbourg by 1467 and by the German printers Sweynheym
and Pannartz in Rome in 1467–8.33 The first italic, designed by Francesco Griffo, was
introduced by the Venetian printer Aldus Manutius in 1500. In France, roman type was used by
the first printers in Paris in 1470. In England, more tardily, roman type was introduced by Richard
Pynson in 1509, though it did not win wide acceptance among printers until the 1550s. The first
italic was introduced in English printing only in 1528. During the seventeenth century these
became dominant in their everyday ordinariness. In effect, roman and italic became invisible,
because not noticed. This invisible ordinariness is critical to understanding and explaining what
is distinctive.Black-letter types developed in different ways in different countries, Italy pursuing
one route, and the French tradition of lettre bâtarde having some relation to the southern Low
Countries Burgundian but being quite different from the later English and Dutch versions of
textura. Of the various attempts that have been made to classify them, the summary by
A.F.Johnson remains perhaps the most widely known thanks to his popular book on printing
types more generally.34 He divided them into four classes: textura (the earliest, as used by
Gutenberg), fere-humanistica (‘a rounder and more open letter’), rotunda (a distinctively Italian
form, but   also found for example in Berthelet’s printing in London, and in Koberger’s in
Nuremberg) and the various vernacular forms of bastarda. While this classification (and the
subsets gathered under the last) has the merit of alluding at several points to palaeographical
similarities, it cannot serve as more than the most summary of guides, and does not reveal
relationships of manufacture.While it is useful as a classification scheme for the fifteenth to
sixteenth centuries, it has comparatively little to say about the relative fashions and trends in
survival. Although it was by no means universally true that there was ever a sharp linguistic
divide between black-letter for vernaculars and italic or roman for Latin, or (in Britain) in the use
of italic and roman for modern romance languages, with black-letter for native vernaculars, there
was nonetheless a fundamental shift in focus in the printing of vernaculars, towards roman and
italic, in most areas of western Europe other than those which were German-speaking. In Britain
(and similar complexities are to be seen elsewhere) the process was far from straightforward.
The printing of the Bible demonstrates how roman and black-letter survived for generations
alongside each other: in this respect it is a touchstone of taste. The first English-language New
Testament to be printed in roman type appeared in 1557, and was printed at Geneva. Three
years later, the first edition of the complete Geneva Bible appeared, also set in roman type.
While roman remained the type in which the Geneva version was usually published even when it
was printed in England and Scotland, other versions remained in black-letter. When the first
Roman Catholic English translation of the New Testament was printed at Reims in 1582, it was
set in roman type, as was the full Bible in 1609–10. The King James Bible of 1611 was set,



conservatively, in black letter. When it appeared in smaller, quarto and octavo, editions in the
following year, the choice of roman type was a departure – and a direct challenge
typographically as well as doctrinally to the market supremacy of the Geneva version.The effect
of this gradual change in typographical fashion was to draw attention to what was old. In this,
printers in the British Isles lagged substantially behind their French counterparts, while Dutch
printers, a large proportion of whose output was for an international market, used roman types
increasingly. Gabriel Naudé, writing in Paris and stressing the importance of old books, took the
opportunity of drawing attention to those who found older traditions distasteful: editions which (to
quote Evelyn’s translation) ‘by their black and Gothick impressions disgust our most delicate
students of this age, not suffering them so much as to cast   an eye upon them, but with a
blush, and to the disdaining of those who composed them.’35By the time that Martin Dominique
Fertel, a printer at St Omer, published his La science pratique de l’imprimerie in 1723 he saw no
need to mention black-letter. John Smith, author of The printer’s grammar (1755) may have
worked in Germany, which perhaps explains the rather greater space that he gives to black-
letter, its use in Germany and the Netherlands, to changes in Sweden and its use in England. In
the British Isles as a whole, works of literature, travel books, history books and manuals of all
kinds were printed in roman type. In this respect, the adoption of a new language of
typographical expression marked both a social and chronological watershed.One result of this
was that black-letter came to enjoy a dual existence: on the one hand a term of disparagement,
indicating a lack of modernity, and on the other a term granting added value. In Britain, it became
possible to speak by the eighteenth century of ‘black-letter’ as a bibliophilic and (thereby)
financial value. The term was generally taken to mean, in effect, books dating from before the
first years of the seventeenth century. It became one of the most valued in the bookseller’s
repertoire of descriptive invention, and in the hands of Thomas Frognall Dibdin in the first half of
the nineteenth century it was to be elevated to one of the pinnacles of bibliomania along with
large-paper copies, unique copies and books on parchment.36Paper and ParchmentThomas
Fuller, graduate of Cambridge, royalist churchman and historian, died in 1661. In the following
year his son edited his large volume of local history, The history of the worthies of England.
Acknowledging that Cambridge had briefly seen a paper mill in the sixteenth century, Fuller
included an account of the substance in his entry for the county:There are almost as many
severall kinds of Paper as conditions of Persons betwixt the Emperor and Beggar, Imperial,
Royal, Cardinal, and so downwards to that course Paper called Emporetica, usefull onely for
Chapmen to wrap their wares therein. Paper participates in some sort of the Caracters of the
Countrymen which make it, the Venetian being neat, subtile and courtlike, the French light, slight
and slender, the Dutch thick, corpulent and gross, not to say sometimes also charta Bibula,
sucking up the Ink with the sponginess thereof.37Fuller was not a notable book collector, nor
was he a historian of books in the ordinary way. Nor was he a merchant, bookseller or printer. He
also   reflected that England was importing vast quantities from Italy, France and Germany. The
fact that the small Cambridge mill had closed was a reminder of this. While Venice produced



excellent paper, that was no reason why even inferior paper should not be made in England: he
drew an analogy with fine Venetian glass, compared with the perfectly serviceable green glass
blown in Sussex, ‘profitable to the makers and convenient to the users thereof’. More important
to our purpose, Fuller was, in his own way, and with his own idiosyncratic reflections on national
character, summarising much of what was generally known.As for parchment, or vellum,38
medieval manuscripts were written on an extraordinary range of skins and qualities, from
extremely thin to stiff and coarse. While there is some variety to be found among different
editions of printed books, the process of printing required skins of consistent quality since each
had to be put through the press with as little adjustment as possible. From the Gutenberg Bible
onwards, some copies of editions might be printed on parchment, these costing more than those
on paper, and for a few purposes, notably books subject to hard wear, the strength of the
material was an advantage. For Isabella d’Este Gonzaga, Marchesa di Mantova, the material
was a bibliophile attraction, as she sought from Aldus Manutius copies of all his books available
that were printed on better paper and on parchment.39By the second half of the eighteenth
century, copies of books on parchment were of sufficient interest to be considered worth
separate bibliographical listing. In Venice, Joseph Smith paid especial attention to collecting
incunables, and those on parchment were identified in the printed catalogue of his library
published in 1755, where the names of printers were also given consistently rather than
selectively, large-paper copies were indicated, and a note was made of the binding of every
book.40 An enthusiast for parchment named Gobet died prematurely in 1781, but left behind
him an unpublished list of over a thousand books known to have been printed on this material.
He might have named more, but for the fact that the abbé Rive prevented his work by refusing to
provide notes of the examples in the library of the Duc de la Vallière.41 As so often, collectors
followed each other. Count MacCarthy-Reagh possessed over six hundred at his death in 1811,
comfortably outnumbering those of the Duc de la Vallière and, by now sixty years previously,
Lord Harley. But apart from Peignot’s pioneering study of 1812, never intended as a census, it
was left to Joseph van Praët to assemble systematic accounts of vélins, from the earliest years
of printing, and, more extensively, those in the French royal library. These two surveys were
followed in 1824–8 by a more general one of other libraries.42 He saw   in modern tastes for
such books the same reactions that he found in the fifteenth century: a mixture of a belief that
copies on parchment would be stronger, and last longer than those on paper; and a bibliophile
attraction to beauty. Van Praët even recorded for each book the animal from which he
considered the skins were prepared: calves, still-born lambs, lambs and sheep. Books on
parchment from modern printers were especially notable for their whiteness and the fineness of
the skins. But though he created a class vélins in the Bibliothèque Nationale, it is noticeable that
despite the many cross-Channel influences on book collecting during these years, the major
libraries in Britain did not establish separate classes for such books.43Large- and Fine-Paper
CopiesPaper is less easily defined to a non-specialist audience once its most obvious
characteristic, its size, has been described. Some books have been printed on blue,44 pink or



other colours of paper, but they are sufficiently few not to affect the argument here. By a curious
anomaly, even what are otherwise the most detailed accounts of early printed books have until
recently almost universally failed to describe paper. Notable exceptions, where the topic has
been addressed, include the work of Philip Gaskell on John Baskerville and on the Foulis Press,
and, especially, the contributions by Allan Stevenson to the catalogue of the botanical books in
the Hunt library.45 The descriptions of incunabula offered in a few auction catalogues from
Sotheby’s and Christie’s, prepared by or under the auspices of Paul Needham and Felix Oyens,
offer more detailed examples. For a person financing a book, whether a printer, bookseller,
publisher or private individual, the choice of paper is as important as the choice of type. It
determines the size of the book, and often the format. It determines the manufacturing costs,
and hence usually the retail price. For a given number of pages, it determines the weight and
thickness of a book. The quality with which illustrations can be reproduced, and the techniques
used to print them, depend on paper. It is therefore directly linked to a book’s purpose, and the
choice of audience. Furthermore, because a printer possesses a fixed range of typefaces, and
does not always expect to invest in new type (unless it is for a special job), and because on the
other hand most printers before the eighteenth century – other than the very largest – did not
necessarily carry a varied stock of paper, the process of matching text to paper offered a chance
for choice. And the choice could be great. A list of papers offered by just two merchants to John
Fell for the Oxford press in 1674 listed no fewer than sixty-one of   different makers, sizes and
qualities.46 Notwithstanding broad international agreement on the principal sizes, it remained
the case that paper sizes and paper qualities were legion.47Few terms proved more attractive to
bibliophiles than large or fine paper. It defined a particular kind of rarity. In contrast with
parchment, the advantage of paper lay not just in its cheapness, a feature that has been often
enough commented on as one of the crucial ingredients in the development of printing. It also
lay in the relative ease of making it consistent in weight and size. The basic sheet sizes, and thus
common language, of the late middle ages made large-scale trade feasible.48 It may, however,
be doubted how many readers possessed the knowledge to be able to distinguish between the
different dimensions of the consequent books other than in the most general of terms.
Furthermore, in an historical quirk, the terms used by publishers in describing book sizes were
introduced only in the nineteenth century, by which time virtually all the paper of which they were
speaking was made not in sheets, but by machine in continuous rolls.49The subject is confused
by the use of the term ‘large paper’ among the book trade and bibliophiles, to whom it can mean
two quite different things. Properly speaking, a large-paper copy is one printed on larger paper
than other copies of the same impression. Customarily, sixteenth-century paper-makers
produced sheets in four sizes: chancery, median, royal and imperial. The smallest, chancery,
measured approximately 32 x 45 cm, and the largest, imperial, about 49 x 74 cm.50 For
example, the pages of the largest copies of Robert Estienne’s folio Bible of 1540, printed on
imperial, measured over 49 cm. in height,51 and most copies, on royal paper, measured
between 41 and 43 cm. In both cases these are the measurements after the sheets had been



trimmed in binding. In its strict bibliographical sense, ‘large paper’ refers to the paper on which a
book was printed, distinguishable not only (usually) by its dimensions, but also by its different
watermark.The more bibliophilic use, which refers simply to the size of a copy as it exists, and
not to its manufacturing specification, is no less valid in that the size of the leaf is larger than in
other copies. It need not possess any connection with manufacture, and very often has much
more to do with the binder’s knife, or the number of times that a volume has been rebound,
being cut down on each occasion. Understandably, there is some interest – not to say
competitiveness – in marking one copy as larger than another, but in itself that will not
necessarily reveal anything about the concept, marketing and circulation of a book on its first
appearance. In the early nineteenth century, Dibdin’s efforts to call these ‘tall copies’ rather than
large-paper copies, was only partly successful.52  For many printers and their patrons it had
been a different matter since the fifteenth century. Some books were printed in two formats,
presumably reflecting marketing hopes or demands. Thus, an edition of Sallust printed by an
unknown Italian printer in 1470 was produced in both quarto and folio.53 Other books were
printed on two, or even several, qualities and sizes of paper. Aldus Manutius and his heirs
occasionally printed copies on thick or large paper.54 A single known large-paper copy of the
Hypnerotomachia Poliphili (1499) testifies to what was perhaps a wider demand for copies of
books on special paper (as distinct from the many examples of editions printed partly on
parchment) of which comparatively little evidence has so far been presented.55In the sixteenth
century, Castiglione gave instructions that thirty copies of the forthcoming edition of his Il
cortegiano were to be printed on carta reale, extra to the ordinary copies.56 The reasons for
printing copies on different papers were various. Some were dedication copies, or were for other
kinds of presentation. A copy on large paper of Lodovico Dolce’s Italian translation of the
Metamorphoses (1553) survives in a binding that suggests it belonged to Cardinal de Granvelle,
and is therefore the dedication copy.57 A copy in the Bibliothèque nationale de France (BnF) of
Jacques Bassantin’s Astronomique discours (Lyon, 1557) is the dedication copy bound for
Catherine de Médicis, on large paper.58 The dedication copy to the emperor Rudolf II of
Bernardino Partenio’s De poetica imitatione (Venice, 1577) was printed on large paper, and
further supplied with engravings too large to fit into ordinary copies.59 It was not unusual for
large-paper copies to have plates that were not in the ordinary copies of the same work.60 The
copy of the account of Charles IX’s entry into Paris in 1571 given to Henri de Mesmes was on
special thick paper, and with an autograph sonnet by the author Simon Brouquet.61 In England,
large-paper copies were printed of William Painter’s Palace of pleasure (1566). Comparatively
few English books were treated in this way until the early seventeenth century, but meanwhile
they included a work as different as an Italian edition of Aretino printed surreptitiously by John
Wolfe at London in 1588.62 In 1591 Sir John Harington arranged for some copies of his verse
translation of Orlando furioso to be printed on large paper, and others again were printed on
thick paper, in quarto rather than folio: a few of the special copies were also coloured.63 In 1601
Samuel Daniel’s Works appeared on large paper, with dedicatory verses to Queen Elizabeth.64



William Drummond of Hawthornden, who was in the habit of giving copies of his books away,
arranged for some copies of his Poems (1614?) and his Flowres of Sion (1630) to be printed on
large paper. Francis Bacon employed large-paper copies of some of his   works as presents to
be placed where they would have influence, whether in the hands of individuals or in libraries.65
In 1611 Cotgrave’s Dictionarie, dedicated to William Cecil, was printed on large and ordinary
paper, and among the recipients of the large-paper copies was Henry, Prince of Wales.66
George Chapman dedicated his translation of Homer (1616?) to the memory of Prince Henry,
and some copies were printed on large paper. In 1616, Ben Jonson arranged for copies of his
collected works to be printed in folio in two sizes of paper.67 On the evidence of the surviving
large-paper copies, it seems that he chose to use these more for his friends than to gain
influence: the volume was not dedicated to any single individual.68 These were all secular
books, but the practice was not limited to them. In 1624, the folio works of the anti-papist John
White, a posthumous collection assembled by his Arminian brother Francis, were printed on two
different sizes of paper, for different purposes.69Sometimes there were other practical purposes.
In 1584 Felice Valgrisi, printer of an edition of Mattioli on materia medica, noted that he had
printed twenty-five copies on carta reale belissima, which would take colouring better.70
Sometimes the purpose was more mundane again. It is possible that the royal paper copies of
the collected works of Galen, printed at the Aldine press in 1525, were designed for readers’
marginal notes.71 A large-paper copy of Callimachus printed by Hieronymus Froben and
Nicolaus Episcopius at Basel in 1532 has been copiously annotated with readings from other
copies of the text.72 In 1569, the Paduan printer Lorenzo Pasquato printed an Italian translation
of Seneca, and prepared some copies with large margins that would take further annotation.73
Sir Thomas Littleton’s Tenures, a standard and much printed law text, was printed by Richard
Tottel on different papers, and could in the 1570s be bought either plain or interleaved for
annotation.74It was not always a question simply of two alternatives. Having first envisaged
printing copies of his polyglot Bible (1568–73) on two kinds of paper, the ordinary ones ‘pour le
commun, qui n’est si cognoissant ou n’a le moyen d’y employer tant d’argent, ou bien qui ne se
délectent pas à la belle marge du livre’,75 Plantin finally provided four different sizes of paper, as
well as copies (for the first five volumes) on parchment. The 1,213 copies ranged in size from
‘grand papier impériale d’Italie’ to ‘papier fin royal au raisin’ from Lyon.76 In 1629, for reasons
that are by no means clear, but may have been thanks both to availability of materials and to
market planning, the University Printers at Cambridge issued a carefully restored text of the King
James Bible on no fewer than seven different qualities and sizes of paper.77 It was an extreme
example of what had become if not a common then at least   a familiar practice, of printing the
Bible (and the Book of Common Prayer) on different papers for different markets and tastes.78
Something of the extent of this choice as it had become settled later in the century emerges in
the catalogue of remainder Bibles and other religious books offered by Oxford University Press
in 1685, where the several different formats were each offered in fine or ordinary paper, and in
some cases in three or (in the case of lectern Bibles) even four different grades.79The growing



attraction in the seventeenth century of large-paper copies of early printed books was driven
less by antiquarian enthusiasm than by tastes in modern books. Their importance was more
social than textual. They provided a measure of wealth, masquerading as taste. From the 1660s,
some French sale catalogues, reflecting market tastes and publishing methods, listed books on
grand papier.80 By no means everyone approved of such bibliophile ostentation, but the
economics of this upper end of the market was to have an inescapable effect on the lower
structures of the book trade.Modern books published by subscription also provided an
opportunity for extra patronage. Notices appealing for subscriptions to books that were planned,
and books offered by booksellers as their own ventures, advertised publications available on
large or ordinary paper, or on different qualities of paper. Customers were wooed with
descriptions that marked out some books as superior. Stephen Charnock’s Works (1683–4),
appeared in two volumes, and were printed on only one size of paper; but the advertising for it
still said – perfectly truthfully – that they were on ‘large paper’.81 The first edition of Jeremy
Collier’s Great historical, geographical and poetical dictionary was advertised similarly, with a
notice that it was to be printed on ‘fine, large Demy Paper, on a neat small new letter’.82 The
price differential could be substantial. In 1699, a new edition of the Dictionary was announced
for publication by subscription on both large and ordinary paper, the former at 40s. for the first
payment, the latter at 22s.6d.83 As with new books, so it was with second-hand. All manner of
books might be offered in different forms. It is noticeable that when large-paper copies were so
identified in second-hand or auction catalogues these were almost invariably of seventeenth-
century books, and that many were only recently published. When the books of the Earl of
Bristol were auctioned in 1680, they included many from the library of Kenelm Digby. Apart from
such practical works as Lilly’s grammar, ‘large paper interleav’d’, they included special copies of
Guillim’s Display of heraldry and Ogilby’s translation of the Iliad, large paper, ‘with Cuts’. The last
was further distinctive for being ‘curiously bound, guilded on the Leaves and Ruled’.84 
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